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Agenda
Pauline Haass Public Library Board of Trustees
Wednesday, October 21, 2020, 6:30 p.m.
* This meeting will be held via video conference. To attend, click
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81837459578 from a computer. You can also download the Zoom app
and join using the following Meeting ID: 812 8490 3646. To join the meeting by telephone, call (312)
626-6799 and enter 818 3745 9578.

1) Roll call
2) Consideration of, and possible action on, minutes of September 16, 2020 Board meeting.
3) Comments from citizens present
4) Communications received by Board members or Director
5) Financial report
6) Action on bills
7) Director’s report on library services, legislative issues, staffing, funding, system services,
continuing education, building issues, library users, technology, planning, Friends of the Library
and Foundation activities, legal issues, and budget.
8) New Business:
a) Home delivery service: discussion and possible action
b) Logo redesign: discussion and possible action
c) Personnel policy review: discussion and possible action
9) Items for future agendas: discussion
10) Adjournment

Lisa Bougie, President

Adele Loria, Library Director
Attendees: Please note that, upon reasonable notice, efforts will be made to accommodate the needs of disabled
individuals through appropriate aids and services. For additional information or to request this service, contact
Adele Loria at 262-246-5180.

Minutes of September 16, 2020 Board meeting
Pauline Haass Public Library
Called to order at 6:32 p.m.
Roll call: Bougie, Carran, Hacker, Jilling, Kucharski, Roubik, Schultz, Vande Hei, Wegner,
Zoellick present. Koenig absent. Also present: Adele Loria, Library Director.
Zoellick/Vande Hei motion to accept minutes of August 19, 2020 Library Board meeting as
presented; motion carried.
Comments from citizens present: none
Communications received by Board members or Director: Loria shared a thank you note from
two library patrons.
Financial report: Revenue and Expenditure Guidelines from August 2020 accepted as presented
by Bougie/Vande Hei motion; motion carried.
Prepaid bills in the amount of $1,215.00, P-Card bills in the amount of $4,389.95, September
bills in the amount of $17,875.95, and August 2020 expense in the amount of $67,759.13
approved by Roubik/Carran motion; motion carried.
Director’s report: Loria reviewed items in her written report and other items as allowed by
agenda.
New Business: following an annual review of the Investment Policy, Vande Hei/Carran motion
to accept as presented; motion carried.
Loria presented a draft of the Social Media Policy. Following discussion, Bougie/Wegner motion
to accept as presented; motion carried.
Loria presented an update on the Strategic Plan activities for 2020. No board action was taken.
Meeting adjourned at 7:42 p.m. by Roubik/Hacker motion.

Respectfully submitted,
Adele Loria
Library Director

Minutes prepared by Mary Olson, Administrative Services Manager
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October 21, 2020
Director’s Report to Library Board
Agenda items
Home Delivery Service: Jennie Bahnaman, Rachel Ruetz, Becca Werginz, and I have been
meeting regularly over the last several months to develop a home delivery service for people
with a permanent or temporary medical mobility transportation. We service we are proposing
would offer up to ten items delivered once a month to the homes of approved participants. A
draft policy for this service is included in your board packets, including the application for
participants.
Developing this service has also meant updating our volunteer handbook (guidelines) and the
volunteer application process. We have added background checks for our volunteers, and
anyone volunteering for this service would be required to sign a liability waiver and provide
proof of vehicle insurance. Currently, of course, most of our adult volunteers are not coming in,
and I’m unsure when we will call them back to the library. In addition, it’s likely we will need to
recruit new volunteers for a home delivery service, as this task requires driving and does not
offer much time spent in the library (a draw for many of our current volunteers). COVID adds
another layer to this challenge; people who would otherwise be willing to make home
deliveries might not be comfortable doing so right now. However, we are continuing to plan so
that the service can be launched as soon as it is feasible.
Jennie Bahnaman has led this planning process with her usual enthusiasm and attention to
detail. She will attend the meeting next week to help answer any questions you may have about
the service. Based on your feedback, we can revise the plan for the November meeting or begin
to recruit volunteers. We are tentatively planning on a soft launch in January, though that will
depend on COVID conditions and availability of volunteers.
Logo Redesign: After consulting other libraries and researching our options, we decided to use
the service 99Designs for our logo redesign. This site allows you to upload a design brief and
have designers from around the world submit competing designs. The logo design committee
(Becca Werginz, Jennie Bahnaman, Jennifer Steffes, Sue Posh, Rachel Ruetz, Sam Spottek, Sue
Posh, and Teresa Douglas) and I have spent time over the last month creating our brief, looking
at designer portfolios and inviting them to participate in the contest, discussing and rating
designs, and providing feedback to the designers. Over a couple of rounds, we have narrowed it
down to four finalists (we had 15 designers enter).
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We now have until November 1 to choose a winner. You can take a look at the entries here:
https://99designs.com/logo-design/contests/fresh-vibrant-logo-friendly-modern-public-librarygrowing-1033226/entries. Note that there are multiple designs from each designer, many of
them variations based upon our feedback. This agenda item is to allow the board to discuss the
options and provide feedback.
Personnel Policy Updates: Mary Olson and I have reviewed the Personnel Policy and made
minor revisions for accuracy and clarification. The draft changes are included in your packet.
The policy is a very long one, but don’t panic! The changes, which again are minor, are marked
in red. A more thorough revision of this policy in coordination with Village staff and review by
our attorney is a longer term goal, but this revision ensures our policy is up to date.
Non-agenda Items
Air Purification Project: We have talked a couple of times about an air purification project the
Foundation is interested in funding. This would not replace any of the things we are doing now
in regards to COVID-19, but it would be another layer in our overall risk mitigation strategy. We
have received multiple proposals for systems including NBPI (needlepoint bipolar ionization)
and UV-C sterilization of the air handling units. On September 24, members of the Foundation
and I met with Nick Orlando from Filtration Concepts to discuss a UV-C project similar to one
that the Hamilton School District installed in their buildings.
After a suggestion from a former HVAC professional who sat in on the meeting, I discussed with
George Arnold, the Foundation President, the potential benefits of having an independent
engineering consultant look at our building and make a recommendation for a system that
would be effective and a worthwhile investment here. The Foundation agreed to fund this
consultation, and I met with Kirk Stache from Ring & DuChateau on Tuesday, October 13 to
discuss our project goals and provide access to our HVAC equipment and controls. Kirk will
compile a list of effective options for our building, list the pros and cons of each, and estimate
costs (both immediate and long-term) of each project. While this step lengthens
Beastie Updates: The votes are in! Sunshine was chosen by our patrons from five possible
names. We are hoping to keep Sunshine the Beastie in place until the beginning of November,
when it will move into hibernation for the winter. This will help protect the paint on the Beastie
during the harsh winter months and keep it looking fresh for years to come.
Bridges/APL: Each year the Bridges Library System works with neighboring partner library
systems to host a regional SEWI Library Directors Retreat in early December. This year I was
invited (and have agreed) to be the representative for the Bridges directors on the planning
team. The event will be virtual, of course, but should provide a day of helpful discussion,
learning, and problem solving. Unsurprisingly, the planning so far has focused on COVID-19
related challenges (team building in a time of limited interaction and lower morale; work-life
balance; communication tools for difficult conversations).
Building Updates: While weeding on the west side of the building, Carol Eckes found a series of
animal droppings that seemed unusual. Upon doing some research, we learned this might be
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evidence of a raccoon latrine, and we contacted Thom Berres. (A fun fact they definitely don’t
teach you in library school: raccoon latrines pose health risks to humans and sites should not be
cleaned without PPE and a thorough knowledge of what you are doing.) Thom and the Parks
workers confirmed it was a latrine and sprayed deterrent in the area after burning and
disposing of the waste already there. He is checking on that area periodically now.
Ideal Mechanical, our new HVAC preventative maintenance provider, came out on Monday,
October 12 to do the fall inspection. They found two of the boilers in need of replacement parts
and are working to get those ordered and installed. Ideal Mechanical’s HVAC manager John
Cass has been working with me to provide information on the number of air changes per hour
and ensure that our air ventilation is what it should be. I have been impressed so far with their
responsive and thorough service.
CAFÉ Mobile App: The Bridges technology committee, which includes Mary Olson, is looking at
the first version of the mobile app for the CAFÉ catalog. Many things don't currently work
properly, such as search results when using filters, “My Account” features, etc. The committee
is documenting things that aren't working and providing other feedback for the second release.
Mellanie Mercier, our system Automation Coordinator, thinks that the next version will be
available more broadly for testing. I’m including here some screenshots from Mary of the beta
version. This will give you a feel of what is coming, and give you the chance to provide feedback
when we meet.
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Circulation: Our circulation in September was down only 8.2% from 2019, which is pretty good
considering we were closed additional hours (Monday and Wednesday nights, Saturday
afternoons, and Sundays – though we did have curbside service available during most of that
time). Circulation for the year is still down considerably (21.7% overall).
Continuing Education: I have registered myself and Jennie Bahnaman for a CE course from UWMadison’s Information School on “Library Space Design in the 21st Century.” It begins in
November. I think this should be really helpful preparation for resuming work on the library
space needs/facility study in 2021.
Children’s Librarian Teresa Douglas attended the September 9 CCBC Shorts and the September
28 Middle Grade Titles for Fall webinars. Children’s Services Manager Val Johnson attended a
variety of webinars during September:
•
•
•

•

Crash Course in Literary Fiction presented by NoveList
Identifying, Understanding, & Welcoming Patrons with Autism in the Library Setting
provided by the Missouri State Library
Productivity and Technology, described as “a rapid-fire review of a series of great lowcost and free tools that prove that technology is still your friend,” offered as part of
Wisconsin Libraries and the DPI’s annual Tech Days virtual conference
Tip and Tricks to Master Excel, PowerPoint, and Word: The Ultimate MicroSoft Office
Hacks provided by NetCom Learning

Rachel Ruetz also attended all 4 webinars in the Wisconsin Tech Days 2020 series on
Wednesday the 23rd and Thursday the 24th. These included “Change is a Constant:
Technology, Service, and Constant Change”, “Technology Training for Non-Techies”,
“Productivity and Technology”, and “Mind the Gap: How to Navigate Your Way across the
Digital Divide (and Why That Isn’t as Easy as it Sounds)”.
COVID-19 Updates: I am continuing to monitor the situation locally. There has been a steep
increase in cases in the past week in both Sussex and Lisbon, as well as Waukesha County
generally. We should continue to watch this and discuss what action is warranted if this trend
continues. In the past month we have had two staff members out in quarantine for a known
exposure this past month, and another who was out because of a suspected contact. The
changes in our hours are working as intended to provide some flexibility, and I have heard
extremely positive feedback for this board decision from
our staff. Even so, I commend all the managers for the
extra work they are doing to rearrange schedules as
needed in their departments.
HelpNow Launch: The HelpNow live tutoring and
homework service launched October 1. It can be accessed
through the library website using your library card. I hope
some of you will get a chance to try it out. Please let me
know if you have questions about it!
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Kids’ Reading and Homework Area: Val Johnson and I have continued to work with our chosen
vendor (CJ & Associates) to find something comfortable and inviting, while still study enough to
stand up to daily use from the public. I’ve included the drawings of our final selections in your
packets. The colors don't render all that well in the PDF, but you can get an idea of the final
layout and color scheme. We had several opportunities for all staff to give input throughout the
process, both in discussion and by voting on various options.
We actually came in about $1800 under the budgeted amount in our capital plan, in part
because we decided to use spare chairs from our KidsLab at the homework tables instead of
purchasing new ones. The remainder could be used for things like wall decor, lighting, or area
rugs to tie everything together. I’d like to hold off on that, though, to make sure no
unanticipated costs arise. While we still have most of our furniture in storage and so wouldn't
yet put this new furniture out, the vendor can hold it at their warehouse for us (at no charge).
RFID Conversion Project: Erin Kramer from the Bridges Library System came out on September
29 to get us set up with our first RFID pads. She also trained Mary Olson, Rachel Ruetz, and I on
using them while she was here. Since then Rachel and I have been working on instructions for
all staff and training the rest of the management team. Once everyone is trained we will begin
tagging as time allows; primarily this will be a task for circulation staff during slow times. We’ll
also tag materials right away when they are added to the collection. Tagging will become part
of our everyday processing procedures.
We don't want to waste tags on items that we'll be discarding soon, so we will begin with the
sections that have been most recently weeded. PHPL is proactive about weeding and each
department follows a schedule to ensure areas are weeded regularly, so we are in good shape
there. We’ll use this information to build our “tagging map” and methodically work our way
through the collection.
Staff Updates: Our Children’s Associate Nancy Aycock resigned this month. Nancy is in grad
school full time for her MLS, and has decided to focus solely on that for the time being. I have
no doubt that we're going to see her do great things as she finishes her degree and continues to
put her creative mark on libraries and makerspaces, and we wish her all the best!
Fortunately, we will not have a gap in staffing. Our former intern turned substitute librarian
Sam Spottek, who graduated with her MLS this past spring, has accepted the Children’s
Associate position and started right away. Sam has a wealth of experience with programming,
collection maintenance, and reference duties from her time here and her work at other
libraries, so we are very excited to have her become a regular member of our team!
Teen Area Future Planning: Becca Werginz, Jennie Bahnaman, and I met with our teen
volunteers Annalise and Rylinn twice in October to discuss the results of the survey they
distributed at Templeton Middle School and Hamilton High School. They had 676 responses to
the survey! Students were interested in having the space be more defined as “for them” with
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color, lighting, signage, or distinctive furnishings. They also volunteered helpful information
about how they prefer to use library spaces. Annalise and Rylinn are now putting together a
report of their findings along with ideas for how to use the space. We’ve asked them to provide
options that range from expensive changes to low budget, “working with what we have” ideas.
We can incorporate their feedback into our long-term plans for that space, and hope to put in
place some of their more immediately actionable ideas.
Jennie Bahnaman, Assistant Director/Adult Services Manager and Becca Werginz, Adult &
Teen Services Librarian, report on Adult and Teen Services activities for September 2020:
Adult Programs & Services
After much deliberation, we have decided to allow our long-running book clubs to meet in
person. With a small roster of attendees who all agree in advance to adhere to all safety
precautions, we think this is a relatively low risk situation. The Mystery Book Club had fantastic
weather to meet outside on the library lawn on September 2, and the 14 members who
attended had a fabulous time discussing Run Away by Harlan Coben. On September 8, despite
dismal weather, four members of the Tuesday Book Club met in the Civic Center to catch up
and discuss what they have been reading. On September 16, eleven members of the
Wednesday Afternoon Book Club were able to meet on the front lawn of the library to catch up
on their quarantine reads and to discuss future titles for book club.
On September 17 we had 27 people attend our
virtual Zoom presentation about supper clubs
in Wisconsin. Wisconsin author Terese Allen
shared the interesting history of supper clubs
in Wisconsin, and attendees had a chance to
share their favorite supper clubs to visit.

In the Adult Reference Department, Mary Olson helped us add an additional monitor that is on
a swivel tray at the Reference Desk. Anytime we need to share what is on our screen with a
patron, have patrons confirm a phone number or
email, or demonstrate how to find something on
our website, catalog, or on OverDrive, this has
helped Reference immensely when it comes to
communicating with patrons at the desk. Along
with this extra monitor, we have purchased a
voice amplifier so patrons can hear us through
the mask and plexiglass.
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Teen Programs & Services
Becca Werginz reports on teen programming in September. Between September 21-26, teens
made paracord survival bracelets for the monthly Make It! Teen program. Becca released the
video tutorial September 20, and all 25 craft kits were claimed within the first few days. Also in
September, five teens participated in the Word of the Day Challenge. To win a piece of candy,
teens were challenged to use Merriam-Webster’s Word of the Day in a sentence at the
Reference Desk.
Memory Cafe - Library Memory Project Community Reads
Angela Meyers (Bridges Library System) and Jennie met to put together the books and activity
bags for the Library Memory Project Community Reads participants. The bundle includes a free
copy of the book or audiobook, a folder with information about the author, nature-themed
coloring pages and colored pencils, a bookmark, and information about our upcoming Memory
Cafe. The book and activity bags were purchased through the funds the Library Memory Project
received from the 100 Women Who Care Milwaukee West group.
Our special Memory Cafe for the Community Read discussion will be held virtually on Friday,
Oct. 2 at 1:30 PM. We’ll be reading How to be a Good Creature by Sy Montgomery.

Valerie Johnson, Children’s Services Manager, reports on September 2020 activities:
Programs
Family Storytime on Facebook Live kicked off for the fall season September 9 with Children’s
Librarian Teresa Douglas reading stories and teaching songs and fingerplays about woodland
animals. In addition, she demonstrated a hands-on activity and encouraged kids to pick up their
free kits at the library so they could make a simple craft to go with the storytime — in this case,
a colorful polka-dotted fall leaf. The other themes this month were “the farm,” where kids
made pumpkin sticker scenes, “dinosaurs,” where they created cute dinosaur crowns to wear,
and “boxes,” which gave kids a chance to try weaving on cardboard looms. Storytime will be
presented this way every Wednesday morning until the end of November. Each storytime is
carefully planned and designed to include required early literacy elements, and story presenters
are periodically observed and formally reviewed for their design of the program as well as the
actual presentation. These staff members are
evaluated on everything from book choice to
length of program.
Nowadays another consideration that warrants
comment on evaluations is the level of success
with lighting and “stage set” of the videos. This is
being made considerably easier by the library’s
recent acquisition of a studio kit for setting up our
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own filming studio, purchased using the CARES Act funds made available to libraries for
technology improvements that facilitate delivery of library services during COVID-19. The kit
contains different types of lighting on adjustable poles, a backdrop frame with black, white, and
green screen backdrops, and hefty clips to secure everything in place. Children’s associate
Nancy Aycock called on her background in photography to set up the new studio in our KidsLab
space (not open to public use at this time). We now have a studio at the ready for all library
staff to stage the many programs that we are filming these days in lieu of face to face
attendance.
Make It! Junior, our newly-introduced take-n-make
program, has received a very warm response from our
young library customers and their families. All one hundred
kits were claimed for the first project (rock-and-yarn
monsters) and the kits for the second project (pumpkin
stress balls — offered until mid-October), are going home
with kids just as quickly.
It is important to our state entity, the Department of Public
Instruction, that we have a way to count actual usage of
passive program materials, so it requires a “report back” feature in order to count toward
programming statistics. Each Make It! Junior kit contains a raffle ticket that kids are encouraged
to submit for a drawing after they try out the kit. The drawing prize is a large grab bag of art
and craft supplies that is on display at our children’s reference desk, which seems to catch the
eye of many kids. The raffle tickets themselves represent the kids reporting back, confirmation
that the kit was interacted with, and that the child returned to the library to enter the drawing,
show us their work, tell us about the experience, and hopefully continue on to the next kit in
the series.
The Library participated for the third year in the Village of
Sussex’s Touch-a-Truck event September 11 (dubbed
Don’t Touch a Truck). Children’s services manager Val
Johnson, administrative services manager Mary Olson,
and teen volunteer Sophia Heyn manned a table from
which we distributed a free copy of The Berenstain Bears
Visit the Firehouse book to each child (provided by the
Village of Sussex) and we also offered a free take-n-make
rolling race car kit paid for by a donation from our local
Meijer store. We assembled 400 kits in preparation for
the number of kids registered, but a very rainy evening
kept about half of that crowd home. Those who did attend
were unphased by the rain. Umbrellas and rain boots
ruled the day, which made the kids perfectly prepared to
try out the giant hose of the water truck and to stomp through the puddles created by the
sprayer. This is an event that truly provides delight to families and kids. The drivers of the
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various trucks seemed to have a blast interacting with the kids, even though there was no
touching or actual climbing into the vehicles this year. Our little race car kits were very popular
and it was great to have the library represented and contributing to the good memories.

Collection
In mid-September the children’s department started to offer Book Bundles to our patrons!
These are pre-assembled bundles of 2-8 books labeled with the target age and the theme of the
bundle. (Label shown below)
We aim to have 12-18 bundles available at a time and they will be
displayed on the top of our first picture book shelf that patrons
pass as they enter the department. Children’s staff members are
assembling the bundles based upon two intentions: to provide
bundles of books based upon popular requests, or to draw
attention to books and themes that are easy to overlook. We have
found that a book bundle based upon a theme sometimes sparks a
brand new interest. Patrons have been providing very positive
feedback with comments such as, “this saves me so much time,”
and “I did not know you had books like this.” The bundles are
batched, labeled, and bound together with thick, colorful rubber
bands. By the end of September the library had checked out 13
bundles, totaling 78 books.
The annual children’s services Library & School Partnership meeting was held via Zoom
September 29. Teresa Douglas, who serves as our elementary school liaison, represented our
library. At this meeting children’s services staff members from all Bridges libraries collaborate
with school librarians from Waukesha and Jefferson Counties. The meeting’s discussion
revolved around strategies for dealing with COVID-19.

Statistics
Continuing Education statistics:

Employee

# hours September 2020

Becca Werginz

1

Valerie Johnson

4.5

Teresa Douglas

1.5

Total Adult/Teen/Children’s CE hours 7
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Statistics
Adult & Youth Reference

Totals

Youth Reference Ques.

384

Adult Reference Ques. (In-person/phone) 555
Email or Chat Ques.

55

One-on-One Tech Help

13

Value Line use

1

Study Rooms use

14

Study Table Reservations

39

Faxes

16

Children’s Virtual/Online Programs

YouTube Facebook Zoom Activity
65*

Family Storytime 9/9, 9/15, 9/23, 9/30 (4 sessions)
Family Storytime Take-n-make 9/9, 9/15, 9/23, 9/30 (4

51

Touch a Truck rolling race car kits

148

Rolling race car report backs

1*

Make It Jr. distributed

142

Make It Jr. report back

24*

sessions)

Teen volunteer hours September 2020 total: 21
Adult Virtual/Online Programs

YouTube Zoom Activity In-Person

Mystery Book Club (outdoors) 9/2

14*

Wednesday Afternoon Book Club (outdoors) 9/16

11*
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4*

Tuesday Afternoon Book Club (outdoors) 9/8
Wisconsin Supper Clubs w/Terese Allen 9/17

27*

Make It: Book Mobile 9/30 (cancelled due to low regis)

0

Teen Virtual/Online Programs

Kits
Kits Taken
Completed

Teen Grab & Go: Paracord Survival Bracelets 9/21/2020-9/26/2020 4*

25

* DPI Annual Report Programming Statistics

Rachel Ruetz, Technical Services Manager, reports on Technical Services activities for
September 2020:
Rachel has been working with Adele to coordinate the RFID training and planning described
earlier in this report.
We are in the midst of our “Wisconsin Author” sticker project. Staff member Sam Spottek has
been researching authors in our collection and has found many with strong ties to this state.
She has been busy adding our red and white “Wisconsin Author” stickers to the spines of these
authors’ works, making these books easy to spot while browsing the collection.
Staff member Carol Eckes has noticed a dramatic increase in materials needing repair. This is
due to new procedures in our circulation departments, including inspecting items before
checking them in. “Many of the items,” she notes, “are being caught before needing major
repair or replacement.” This heightened awareness of materials’ conditions will help our
collection to last longer.
Finally, we are nearing the end of our local history digitization project. Our volunteer Rae
Peardon has been writing the metadata for our final scans and will be uploading those to
Recollection Wisconsin very soon. They will be ready to search and view on Recollection
Wisconsin and on the Digital Public Library of America by early 2021.
Materials processed: 761 items
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Home Delivery Service Policy & Guidelines
Home Delivery is a contactless delivery service where library volunteers deliver and pick up library
materials for those who are eligible to participate in this program. Home Delivery Service availability is
subject to change based on the availability of volunteers, the weather, and other extenuating
circumstances. (Consider volunteering!)
Eligibility
To be eligible for this service, participants must: 1) live within the Pauline Haass Public Library service
area, 2) lack dependable transportation, and 3) meet at least one of the following:
● Possess a permanent or temporary medical mobility limitation
● Be confined to bed rest by a doctor due to illness, injury or pregnancy
Any participant who breaks the Home Delivery Service Agreement will be terminated from the service.
Apply
The Home Delivery Service Application & Agreement must be completed and signed. Once your
application has been received, residency has been determined, and a volunteer is available, the library
will reach out to you to set up your Home Delivery Service-only library card and delivery schedule. If
you are unable to complete a written Home Delivery Service application, please contact the library for
assistance.
Library Card
If you already have a library card within the Bridges Library System, you must surrender your existing
library card in order to participate. While you are enrolled in Home Delivery Service, you will only be
able to receive library materials through this service. If you don’t have a library card, we will work with
you to set up a Home Delivery-only library card.
Delivery & Pickup
Items will be delivered to your home every 4 weeks. At the time of delivery, the volunteer will also pick
up your materials to be returned to the library. These items will be left outside your door in a special
bin provided by Pauline Haass Public Library to protect the materials from weather and to help ensure
contactless delivery and pickup. If a delivery time needs to be canceled or rescheduled, 24 hours’
notice is required.

For everyone’s safety, volunteers are not allowed to enter your residence. If you need help moving
library materials, you will need to arrange for someone to assist you. If you have any questions, please
do not ask the volunteer. Please call the library at 262-246-5181 before your delivery date and library
staff will help you.
Walkways must always be cleared for access and any pets must be contained in your home at the time
of delivery, or your items may not be delivered.
Materials
On your application you will provide information about your interest in books, DVDs, music CDs and
magazines. You can receive a maximum of 10 items per month. Library staff and volunteers will select
materials based on your interests. Only PHPL items will be available for Home Delivery. Books,
including large print books and audiobooks, may be eligible for renewal. Popular items with extensive
holds lists are not available for Home Delivery.
Fines & Fees
The Home Delivery Service is free. Generally there are no late fees, but we reserve the right to charge
late fees if items are continually kept past their due date. If an item is lost or damaged (including the
Home Delivery bag and bin), the participant may be charged with a replacement cost.
Emergency Contact
All participants are required to list an emergency contact.
Ending Service
If you are moving outside of the Pauline Haass Public Library service area, or you are no longer in need
of this service, you must let our staff know so we can update your account and assign our volunteer to
another Home Delivery participant.
Home Delivery Service Volunteers
Volunteers delivering items to your home are required to go through a background check. Volunteers
are also interviewed and trained by library staff.
Questions
Interested in Home Delivery but have more questions? Contact Jennie Bahnaman Assistant
Director/Adult Services Manager at 262-246-5181 or email info@phpl.lib.wi.us.
Updated 10.14.2020

Home Delivery Service Application & Agreement

LAST NAME

FIRST

MIDDLE

STREET ADDRESS

CITY/TOWN/VILLAGE
(

)

PHONE NUMBER

STATE

ZIP
/

/

DATE OF BIRTH MM/DD/YYYY

EMAIL ADDRESS (optional)

EMERGENCY CONTACT ________________________________________________
CONTACT PHONE _____________________ CONTACT EMAIL ________________________________
RELATIONSHIP: _________________

-

Do you currently hold a library card in Bridges Library System? Yes -OR- No (circle one)

-

Is your Home Delivery Service request: Temporary -OR- Permanent (circle one)
If temporary, how long are you in need of Home Delivery Service? ________________________

-

Do you live in a: ___Single Family Home ___ Apartment
___ Other:

___Condo

-

Can the entrance to your home be accessed from the outside? Yes -OR- No (circle one)
If no, how can it be accessed? _________________________________________________

-

Do you have access to snow removal service during the winter? Yes -OR- No (circle one)

-

Do you have any pets? ___________________________________________________

HOME DELIVERY SERVICE AGREEMENT
By signing and submitting this application, I affirm that the above information is true and correct. I
understand that I am not guaranteed Home Delivery Service by filling out this application, and I
understand that the service is dependent on the availability of volunteers. I meet the eligibility
requirements listed in the Home Delivery Service Policy & Guidelines, and I will notify the Library if I
no longer require Home Delivery Service.
I authorize the Library to track my checkout history, to check out materials on my behalf, and, if
necessary, share a list of checked out items with my emergency contact. I have read and will adhere to
the Home Delivery Service Policy & Guidelines.

SIGNATURE_________________________________ DATE _____ /_____/_______

Selection Preferences
How many items would you like to receive each delivery (limit of 10)? ________
What do you like to read?
Format: What format(s) would you like? Please check ALL that apply.
_____ REGULAR PRINT BOOK _____ LARGE PRINT BOOK
_____ HARDCOVER ONLY

_____ CDBOOK

_____ PAPERBACK ONLY

_____ PLAYAWAY

_____ MAGAZINES

Fiction: Place a check next to the genre(s) you are interested in. Please check ALL that apply.
_____ CLASSICS

_____ FANTASY

_____ GENERAL FICTION

_____ HISTORICAL

_____ MYSTERY

_____ ROMANCE

_____ SCIENCE FICTION

_____ SHORT STORIES

_____ SUSPENSE/THRILLER _____ WESTERN

_____ OTHER (PLEASE LIST)

Nonfiction: Place a check next to the genre(s) you are interested in. Please check ALL that apply.
_____ ART

_____ BIOGRAPHY

_____ GOVERNMENT

_____ HEALTH

_____ PSYCHOLOGY

_____ RELIGION

_____ FOOD
_____ HISTORY
_____ SPORTS

_____ GARDENING
_____ POETRY
_____ TRAVEL

_____ OTHER (PLEASE LIST)

Authors: Are there any specific authors you enjoy? List below.

Magazines: If you would like to receive magazines, are there any titles or subjects you enjoy? List
below.

Would you like to receive movies? Yes -OR- No (circle one)
Format: If yes, what format(s) would you like for movies?
_____ BLU-RAY

_____ DVD

What genres do you enjoy for movies? List below.

Would you like to receive music CD’s? Yes -OR- No (circle one)
If yes, what genres or artists do you enjoy for music? List below.

Personnel Policy for Pauline Haass Public Library
Welcome to the Pauline Haass Public Library!
You will be an integral part of this organization; the Library’s success depends on each of us.
The Board, staff, and I hope that you will take pride in being a member of our team.
This policy handbook was adopted by the Board of Trustees to inform all personnel of their
rights and responsibilities, as well as to insure quality Library service for users of the Pauline
Haass Public Library. Please familiarize yourself with the contents of this handbook as soon as
possible because it will answer many questions about employment at PHPL. Please keep this
handbook in an accessible spot so that you can refer back to it when necessary.
We hope that your experience here will be challenging, enjoyable, and rewarding, and that you
will add value to the organization. Again, welcome!

Adele Loria
Library Director
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INTRODUCTION
About this Handbook
This employee handbook serves as a guide to familiarize employees with PHPL’s policies,
procedures, rules and regulations. This handbook is not intended to, nor shall it be deemed to,
create a contract between PHPL and any employee. This handbook has been prepared for
information purposes only. None of the statements, policies, procedures, rules or regulations
contained herein constitutes a guarantee of employment, a guarantee of any right or benefit, or a
contract of employment, express or implied. All PHPL employees are employed at-will and
employment is not for any definite period of time. Termination of employment may occur at any
time, with or without notice, and with or without cause, at the option of PHPL or the employee.
It is your responsibility to read and become familiar with the information contained in this
handbook and to follow the policies, procedures, rules and regulations contained herein. Any
questions about the material in this handbook or the application of the policies herein should be
discussed with your supervisor or the Library Director.
PHPL reserves the right to unilaterally amend the contents of this handbook, including any
policy, procedure, rule or regulation contained herein, at any time, with or without notice to
employees. Final interpretation and implementation of any of the policies in this manual is
reserved for the Library Director and/or the Library Board. This handbook supersedes any and
all previous manuals, handbooks, statements, policies, procedures, rules or regulations given to
employees, whether verbal or written.

100
Vision and Mission UPDATE
Pauline Haass Public Library’s vision is to be a leader, providing innovative library services to
encourage lifelong learning and enrich our community.
The Library’s mission is to connect people to information, ideas, and one another in a vibrant,
welcoming environment.
Staff members should keep the vision and mission in mind during their workdays, and use them
as a guide when making decisions.

105
Equal opportunity employment
The Pauline Haass Public Library is an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will
be considered without regard to race, color, religion, age, sex, national origin, sexual preference,
disability, or any other factor protected by law.
PHPL will make reasonable accommodations for qualified individuals with known disabilities,
unless doing so would result in undue hardship for the Library. Every employee will be treated
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on the basis of qualifications and performance; consideration of partisan politics, familial
relationships or other irrelevant factors shall be rigidly excluded with the exception that a
supervisor may not directly supervise his or her immediate family member. This policy governs
all aspects of employment, including selection, job assignment, compensation, discipline,
termination, and access to benefits and training.
If an employee has witnessed or feels he/she has been subject to any harassment, he/she must
immediately report the harassment to his/her Supervisor or the Library Director. Employees can
raise concerns and make reports without fear of reprisal. Anyone found to be engaging in any
type of discrimination will be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination of
employment.
110
Chain of Command
The Library Board of Trustees, both individually and collectively, shall conduct all professional
and official relationships with Library employees through the Library Director.
Heads Managers of the following departments report directly to the Library Director, or in the
Director’s absence to the Staff Member in Charge, if one has been appointed:
Adult Services
Circulation Services
Technical Services
Youth Services
In addition, the Technology Coordinator, Administrative Assistant, and Secretary report directly
to the Library Director. Include Assistant Director, Administrative Services Manager
Regular staff and substitutes working in a department report to the Head Manager of the
department. An individual who performs duties in multiple departments will take direction from
the Department Head Manager of the department they are currently working in.
The Technical, Youth and Adult Services staffs include all librarians, clerks, associates, contract
employees, and volunteers working within that department. The Circulation Services department
is comprised of Circulation Clerks and Pages. Because the Head of Circulation Manager is not
available to directly supervise Pages during all working hours, all other regular staff members
and substitutes other than Pages are expected to redirect pages as needed on the spot, and to
communicate any training or intensified supervision needs of a Page to the Head of Circulation
Manager.
When clarification or assistance with decision making is needed, or when two or more employees
have conflicting objectives, each involved individual should communicate the issue to his or her
supervisor as listed in the Chain of Command.
A complaint procedure (655) exists and should be followed in cases of conflict.

115
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Definitions
The term “library” refers specifically to the Pauline Haass Public Library.
“Exempt” employee refers to an employee who, because of his/her position duties, is exempt
from the overtime provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)
A “full-time employee” is someone whose position calls for working 40 hours a week during 12
consecutive months.
A full-time employee, whether exempt or non-exempt, is salaried and is eligible for the
following benefits: paid vacation and sick leaves, paid holidays, personal days, enrollment in the
Wisconsin Retirement System, health insurance, term life insurance, and participation in a
deferred compensation plan.
A full-time employee who is exempt may be scheduled for more than a 40-hour work week. A
full-time non-exempt employee will normally not be scheduled for greater than 40 hours in a
work week. Any overtime must be pre-approved by the Library Director, and will be paid.
An “NFT employee” is someone who works “nearly full time”. NFTs are scheduled for an
average of 30 or more hours a week, and less than full time. An NFT employee is paid hourly
and is eligible for the following benefits, prorated based on hours worked: paid vacation and sick
leaves, paid holidays, personal days, and enrollment in the Wisconsin Retirement System.
Health insurance is available, with the employee paying 100% of premium, for those working 30
or more hours a week.
A “600+ employee” works at least 600 hours in the immediately preceding 12 month period, and
is scheduled an average of 29 or fewer hours a week. A 600+ employee is paid hourly wages
and is eligible for the following benefits, prorated based on hours worked: paid vacation* and
sick leaves, paid holidays (see Holiday pay), and enrollment in the Wisconsin Retirement
System**. Students under the age of 20 who are regularly enrolled or expected to be enrolled as
a full-time student in grades 1-12 in a public, private, or parochial elementary or high school are
not eligible for participation in the Wisconsin Retirement System. College students under age 20
are eligible for participation. (See section 40.22(2)(gm), Wisconsin Statutes.)
*if over 1040 hrs./year
**for WRS enrollment, employee must work at least 1200 hours/year unless they were
previously enrolled while employed elsewhere.
An “under 600 employee” is a person who works fewer than 600 hours in 12 consecutive
months. An under 600 employee is eligible for Social Security, worker's compensation and
unemployment insurance, and paid holidays (see Holiday pay).
A “substitute” works irregularly, as needed by the Library, fewer than 600 hours in 12
consecutive months. Substitutes are not regular employees, and so are not eligible for benefits.
The Library may cease using a substitute's services without notice.
The term "immediate family" includes an employee’s spouse, parent, step-parent, sister, brother,
child, step-child, grandchild, grandparent, mother-in-law and father-in-law, son-in-law and
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daughter-in-law, or any person living in the same household. Village of Sussex policy includes
brother-in-law, sister-in-law
The term "work day" refers to the length of time an employee is scheduled to work at the
Library on a given day.
The term "work week" refers to the number of hours worked or spent on Library-related
activities such as meetings, workshops, etc. by a given employee during a given 7-day
scheduling period.
The term "employee work year" refers to a year of employment based upon the employee's date
of hire/anniversary date. Benefits other than health insurance are based upon the anniversary
date and may change if an employee's work status changes. If an employee moves from parttime to full-time or vice-versa, the anniversary date will change accordingly. Any accrued
benefits from the first position will be prorated.
The term "librarian" is used to designate an employee holding the MLS, MSIS, Master of Arts
in Library Science, or equivalent degree. Equivalent experience may be considered when hiring
if the new employee has had previous responsibilities usually assigned to a librarian with an
MLS as specified in the "Position Classifications for Wisconsin Public Libraries" published by
the Wisconsin Association of Public Librarians.
The term “Staff Member in Charge” refers to an employee identified in writing, by the Library
Director, as being in charge of library operations for a specific period of time in the Library
Director’s absence.
The term “in good standing” refers to an employee with no written corrective actions issued
within the previous three years in his or her employment record at the time.
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EMPLOYMENT
200
The employee is responsible to his/her department head or supervisor and the Library Director
for carrying out the duties defined for that position and for following the policies adopted by the
Library Board.
Permanent employment, work hours or job responsibilities are not guaranteed for any employee,
and these policies do not constitute a contract.
205
Staff appointments: All employees are hired by the Director as part of his/her responsibilities.

210
Job positions: Job positions are classified by level of responsibility, knowledge required, skills,
training and education. Written job descriptions for each classification will be used to place
newly hired personnel in the proper position.
The Library is a relatively small organization. To function as efficiently as possible, employees
may be asked to perform duties outside of regular assignments for their job position. This is no
reflection on the employee's worth to the Library, but a necessary arrangement for most small
organizations.
215
Access to personnel files: Personnel files are the property of PHPL and access to the
information they contain is restricted. Employment records and evaluations for each employee
will be kept in individual personnel files maintained by the Library Director. Only the Director,
Administrative Assistant, and immediate supervisors who have a legitimate reason to review
particular information in a file are allowed to do so. Employees who wish to review their own
file should contact the Director. With reasonable advance notice, employees may review their
own personnel files in PHPL’s offices and in the presence of the Director.
220
Employee evaluations: All employees will be evaluated on at least an annual basis by their
immediate supervisor and/or the Library Director. This is an opportunity both for the employee
and his/her supervisor to discuss how well the employee is performing and to answer any
questions about job descriptions or work assignments. It is also a time to help the employee
develop objectives for the next year which will further improve job performance. Copies of the
completed evaluation form signed by both the employee and the supervisor will be given to the
employee and Director for placement in the employee's personnel file.
Evaluations are normally performed at the end of the first six months of employment and then
annually, but a supervisor or the Director may evaluate any staff member whenever it is
considered useful or appropriate. The substance of an interim evaluation will be given to the
employee and placed in the employee's personnel file.
The Director will be formally evaluated annually by the Library Board of Trustees.
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225
Salaries and wages
The Library Board of Trustees, in consultation with the Library Director, will review and set
salary and wages for entry level positions annually as part of the next year's budget preparation.
Annual adjustments of salary base and increases may be considered in light of local economic
factors, salaries and wages at libraries of similar size, and other relevant factors. Salaries and
wages will be established based on ability of the Library to pay the compensation following final
budget approval by the Board.
230
Employment reference checks
To ensure that individuals who join PHPL are well qualified and have a strong potential to be
productive and successful, it is the policy of PHPL to check the employment references of all
applicants.
All reference check inquiries made of PHPL from other employers should be routed to the
Director for response. Responses to such inquiries will confirm only dates of employment, wage
rates, and position(s) held. No other employment data will be released without a written
authorization and release signed by the individual who is the subject of the inquiry.
235
Layoffs/Reductions
When deemed necessary or appropriate by the Library Board, employees may be laid off
(temporarily or permanently) or reduced in hours. Employees will be selected for
layoff/reduction based on the needs and best interest of the Library, as determined by the Library
Board. Employees have no recall rights, but in the event of a recall, employees will be recalled
based on the same criteria.
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BENEFITS
Library employees are entitled to benefits as described below. These benefits are in addition to
the employee’s salary.

305
Vacation leave
Vacation leaves are subject to the best interest of the Library as a whole and should be scheduled
at least a month in advance if more than one day is being requested. For efficiency, the Library
Director may put in place procedures for requesting vacations, and may change those procedures
with or without notice, based on the Library’s best interests.
Non-refundable vVacation reservations plans should not be made by the employee before
approval for the time off is given by the department head and the Library Director.
Vacation time should be taken during the employee's work year. It is intended to provide a break
from the work routine for employees, and thereby contribute to an energetic and focused work
force. Because of scheduling and budgetary implications of carrying vacation time into the next
work year, it is not accumulative and may not be carried over, except under unusual
circumstances and with at least two months’ prior approval by the Library Director.
Upon retirement or resignation, an employee who gives at least two weeks’ notice and is present,
working a regular schedule during those two weeks, will be paid for any vacation leave accrued
in the employee’s current work year at the rate of one hour’s pay for one hour of accrued
vacation leave.
Paid holidays falling within a vacation period are not counted as vacation time. If the Library
closes, due to weather conditions or an emergency, during an employee’s vacation period, those
days will still be counted as vacation time.
How paid vacation leave is earned:
Vacation leave will be accumulated and taken in terms of hours, not days. CONFLICTING
WITH NEXT PARAGRAPH*
Vacation leave is earned incrementally during each employment year and granted for use at the
beginning of the next employment year. It is credited to the employee on her or his anniversary
date each year. An employee may begin using earned vacation after one full year of
employment. *Vacation use may be in units of days, weeks, or (with Director’s approval) hours.
For future, write in a clause saying if you leave before 1st year anniversary, no vacation payout
OR Consider granting 2 weeks for first year to be taken from final paycheck if person works < 6
months.
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The Director's eligibility for, and length of, vacation is negotiable and will be determined by the
Library Board at the time of hire. It may be adjusted annually. The initial vacation period will be
at least the length of that given to other full-time staff.
Full-time employees will receive 120 hours of paid vacation after one year, 160 hours after five years,
and 200 hours after 15 years of employment. NFTs will receive the foregoing vacation benefit on a
prorated basis.
Employees who work 1,040 hours per year (average of 20 hrs. per week) or more and who do not fall
into any of the categories above will receive vacation benefits calculated in this manner:
The number of paid hours recorded and approved during the previous 26 2-week pay periods,
divided by 2080, and multiplied by the appropriate factor below and rounded to the next highest
full hour, based on years of continuous employment:
Time received
After one full year of employment

multiplication factor
80 hours

After 10 years of employment
at 1,040 hours per year or more

120 hours (maximum factor)

All employees who worked less than 1,040 hours during their work year which Staff members whose
earned vacation allotment as of the end of their work year which began in 2011 exceeds amounts
delineated above, including those working fewer than 1,040 hours/year, will have their vacation
allotment frozen at that level and will continue to receive the currently earned amount until separation
from the Library.
No paid vacation will be given to staff working fewer than 1,040 hours/year who began
or resumed employment with PHPL after 1/1/2012.. Staff who do not qualify for paid
vacation may request unpaid time off in prorated amounts equivalent to that given to
employees who work over 1040 hours per year and are not full-time, NFT, or department
heads.
307
Personal days
Full time and NFT employees are granted up to two paid personal days a year upon hire, in
addition to paid vacation and holidays. These days are issued for the calendar year, and do not
accumulate. The Library does not compensate employees for unused personal days. Scheduling
of these days, as with vacation, should be done in advance of the day; approval is subject to the
best interests of the library.
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310
SICK LEAVE

The purpose of sick leave is to assist with income stability during times allow for recovery from
of personal or family illness or injury, and to allow those employees’ whose work schedules do
not lend themselves to attending medical appointments outside of work hours to do so. An
employee who calls in sick in the morning and feels well enough to work later in the day is
expected to notify their supervisor of the employee’s availability.

Personal illness or injury: Time off with pay for absences due to a personal illness or nonwork related injury which renders the employee unable to work or engage in most other activities
will be granted to full-time, NFT, and 600+ employees for hours for which the employee was
scheduled to work. Because the purpose of sick leave is to assist with income stability, an An
employee who becomes ill or suffers an injury while on vacation (which is already paid time) or
on unpaid leave (which the employee has made the decision is affordable) may not substitute
sick leave for vacation or unpaid leave.
Medically-related appointments: Paid sick leave is not meant to cover medically-related
appointments such as regular check-ups, physical therapy, and diagnostic testing when those
appointments can reasonably be scheduled during off-duty hours. Because 600+ employees have
significant amounts of off-work time, time off in any form (including paid sick leave) will not be
allowed for 600+ employees for these appointments unless the Director is provided with written
notice in advance of the appointment, from the medical provider’s office, stating that the
appointment cannot reasonably be scheduled for the employee’s time off. This statement must
include a listing of the health-care provider’s days and hours of business.
NFT and full-time employees are also expected, when possible, to schedule appointments outside
of work hours. NFT and full-time employees are not required to provide written notice from their
medical provider’s office, except where sick leave usage patterns lead the Director to request this
information.
Medical appointments for 600+, NFT, and full-time employees will qualify for paid sick leave
when an employee becomes ill or is injured on a work day and needs to make a medical
appointment for that day.
Appointments for 600+ employees which involve therapy (such as radiation, chemotherapy, or
dialysis) for a life-threatening condition may be covered by paid sick leave if they cannot
reasonably be scheduled outside of the employee’s work hours. Employees are encouraged to
discuss these situations with the Director.
If the Library Director is concerned that an appointment may not qualify for paid sick leave,
either due to its nature or to a pattern of use, s/he may require that information showing that the
appointment qualifies under this policy be provided by the health care professional before that
paid time is approved.
Care of family member: Paid sick leave will be allowed for full time, NFT, and 600+
employees when an employee's immediate presence is required, crucial, or medically advised
- 12 -

because of the illness or injury of a spouse, parent, step-parent, dependent child or step-child.
The Library Director will decide whether the employee’s immediate presence is required or
crucial. Vacation leave is often available for cases in which the employee’s immediate presence
is desired but not required, crucial, or medically-advised, or when the cared-for person is not a
relative listed here; see the section on vacation leave for details. Paid sick leave for family care
greater than 20 days per year must be approved by the Library Director regardless of how much
sick leave the employee has accumulated or how many individual family members have been, or
are being, cared for.
Amount earned: The amount of sick leave time allowed for each category of employee is
spelled out below.
Full-time employees are eligible for 96 hours per year (12 working days). It is accumulative to a
total of 960 hours (120 days).
NFT and 600+ employees are eligible for sick leave at a rate proportional to full-time employees.
It will be figured in the same manner as prorated vacation leave is figured. The maximum
number of hours that may be accumulated shall also be proportional and based on the number of
hours worked in the most recent work year. (This will result in an employee who reaches the
maximum number of sick leave hours having those hours cut down to a new, lower, maximum if
his/her annual work hours drop.)
Sick leave is earned on an annual basis. It is advanced to an employee on the date of hire and
then on each anniversary date. It may be taken as necessary by the hour or portion of an hour.
Any sick leave taken before it is earned must be approved by the Library Director and
reimbursed to the Library by the employee if he/she should cease employment during the time
for which the leave was advanced.
Sick leave earned beyond the maximum accumulation limit for an employee is not “banked” for
future use and is not monetarily compensated; that time is not recorded as earned.
No sick leave accumulated at the time of separation will be paid.
The Director may request a physician’s note any time an employee misses work for any period of
time due to illness or injury.
The Library reserves the right to investigate all sick leaves and to take necessary action to assure
that sick leave is not used in a fraudulent manner. Some patterns of sick leave use may result in
enhanced oversight of an employee’s use of the program.

315
Personal Leaves without pay: Such leaves may be granted at the discretion of the Library
Director and considering the best interests of the Library. Leaves without pay may be granted to
employees working more than 600 hours a year, for personal reasons and for absences in excess
of allowable personal days, sick leave, vacation leave, maternity/paternity leave, and
bereavement leave. Leaves without pay will not be granted if any form of paid leave is available
for use.
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Leaves without pay in excess of four weeks must be approved by both the Library Director and
the Library Board. Unless prohibited by state or federal law, during such leaves benefits such as
vacation and sick days will not accumulate, and health insurance will not be paid by the
employer; however, the employee may choose to pay his/her own insurance premiums so that
coverage will be continuous.
320
Family and Medical Leave
The Federal Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and the Wisconsin Family and Medical
Leave Act (WFMLA) provide employees with the right to take unpaid leave when employees
need time off from work to care for themselves or a family member who is seriously ill, to care
for a newborn or newly adopted child or to attend to the affairs of a family member who is called
to active duty in the military. Questions regarding these laws, and the Library’s FMLA/WFMLA
policy, should be directed to the Library Director. Use the most recently updated forms available
on the Department of Labor (FMLA) and the Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development
(WFMLA) websites.
ELIGIBILITY
WFMLA:
• Employee must have worked for the Library for more than 52 consecutive weeks.
• Employee must have worked for the Library for at least 1,000 hours during the 52-week
period preceding beginning of the leave.
FMLA:
• Employee must have worked for the Library for at least 12 months.
• Employee must have worked for the Library for at least 1,250 hours of service during the
12-month period preceding the beginning of the leave.
LEAVE ENTITLEMENT
Leave under the WFMLA and FMLA will run concurrently under circumstances where an
employee’s use of leave qualifies under both laws. Leave under the FMLA/WFMLA may be
taken intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule under some circumstances.
WFMLA:
Employees are allowed up to ten workweeks of unpaid leave in a calendar year as
follows:
•
•
•

Up to six weeks of unpaid leave for the birth or adoption of a child.
Up to two weeks of unpaid leave for the care of a child, spouse, domestic partner or
parent with a serious health condition.
Up to two weeks of unpaid leave for the employee’s own serious health condition that
makes the employee unable to perform his or her duties.
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FMLA:
Employees are allowed up to 12 workweeks of unpaid leave in a rolling 12-month period
for any combination of the following:
•
•
•
•

Birth, adoption or foster care placement of the employee’s child.
To care for the employee’s spouse, child or parent who has a serious health condition.
For the employee’s own serious health condition.
Due to any qualifying exigency arising as a result of the employee’s spouse, son,
daughter or parent serving on active military duty in a foreign country. The following
circumstances constitute a “qualifying exigency”:
o Short-notice deployment (7 days notice or less)
o Attending military events/ceremonies and related activities related to active
duty or call to active duty
o Childcare and school activities
o Financial and legal arrangements
o Counseling
o Spending time with a military member who is on temporary rest and
recuperation leave
o Post-deployment activities
o Additional activities not encompassed in the other categories, but agreed to by
the employer and employee

Under the FMLA, employees are allowed up to 26 workweeks of unpaid leave in a single 12month period to care for their parent, spouse, child or next of kin who is a current member of the
Armed Forces, including a member of the National Guard or Reserves, who has a serious injury
or illness incurred or aggravated in the line of duty (or a veteran who has a serious injury or
illness incurred or aggravated in the line of duty within the last five years) that may render the
service member medically unfit to perform his or her duties and for which the service member is
undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy, is in outpatient status, or is on the
temporary disability retired list.
SERIOUS HEALTH CONDITION
Under the FMLA/WFMLA, a “serious health condition” is defined as an illness, injury,
impairment, or physical or mental condition that involves either an overnight stay in a medical
care facility, or continuing treatment by a health care provider for a condition that either prevents
the employee from performing the functions of the employee’s job, or prevents the qualified
family member from participating in school or other daily activities. Subject to certain
conditions, the continuing treatment requirement may be met by a period of incapacity of more
than 3 consecutive calendar days combined with at least two visits to a health care provider or
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one visit and a regimen of continuing treatment, or incapacity due to pregnancy, or incapacity
due to a chronic condition.
NOTIFICATION OF LEAVE
Employees requesting FMLA/WFMLA leave should notify the Library’s Director by submitting
a request in writing. In the event of foreseeable FMLA/WFMLA leave, the employee must notify
the Library’s Director at least 30 calendar days before the date on which leave is to begin, or as
soon as practicable. In the event of unforeseeable leave, notice must be provided to the Library’s
Director as soon as practicable after the commencement of leave.
Employees must make reasonable efforts to schedule leave for planned medical treatment so as
not to unduly disrupt the Library’s operations.
Failure to comply with the notification requirements under this policy may result in the delay or
denial of FMLA/WFMLA leave, in which case an employee’s absences may be subject to the
Library’s regular attendance policy.
SUBSTITUTION OF PAID LEAVE DURING FMLA AND/OR WFMLA LEAVE
The Library requires employees to substitute accrued paid leave for unpaid FMLA leave.
Employees may elect to substitute accrued paid leave for unpaid WFMLA leave.
CERTIFICATION
An employee taking leave involving the serious health condition of the employee or the
employee’s family member, or the serious injury or illness of a covered service member, will be
required to provide medical certification completed by a health care provider within 15 days of
the Library’s request for certification. The Library may require second or third medical opinions,
and/or recertifications from employees taking FMLA/WFMLA leave, as it deems necessary, and
as permitted by law.
An employee taking leave due to a qualifying exigency arising as a result of the employee’s
spouse, son, daughter or parent serving on active military duty in a foreign country may be
required to provide documentation verifying the need for such leave. In such instances, the
employee is required to provide the requested documentation within 15 days of the Library’s
request for the documentation.
Employees returning to work after the completion of FMLA/WFMLA leave for their own
serious health condition may be required to submit a fitness-for-duty certification verifying their
ability to perform the essential functions of their position.
The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA) prohibits employers and other
entities covered by GINA Title II from requesting or requiring genetic information of an
individual or family member of the individual, except as specifically allowed by law. To comply
with this law, the Library requires that employees not provide any genetic information when
responding to requests for medical information associated with FMLA leave. “Genetic
information,” as defined by GINA, includes an individual’s family medical history, the results of
an individual’s or family member’s genetic tests, the fact that an individual or an individual’s
family member sought or received genetic services, and genetic information of a fetus carried by
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an individual or an individual’s family member or an embryo lawfully held by an individual or
family member receiving assistive reproductive services.
Failure to comply with the certification requirements under this policy may result in the delay or
denial of FMLA/WFMLA leave, in which case an employee’s absences may be subject to the
Library’s regular attendance policy.
CONTINUATION OF BENEFITS
During any period of FMLA/WFMLA leave, an employee will be retained in the employee’s
elected group benefit plans on the same basis as if the employee had been continuously
employed during the employee’s leave period. To continue group coverage, the employee must
continue to make any contributions that the employee made to the plan before taking leave. In
some instances, the Library may recover the cost of the employer’s contributions towards the
employee’s group coverage made during the FMLA/WFMLA leave period if the employee fails
to return to work upon the conclusion of the employee’s leave.
Benefits that accumulate based upon hours worked shall not accumulate during an employee’s
FMLA/WFMLA leave. This is not in keeping with what we’ve done historically; employees who
have taken FMLA received their regular vacation and sick leave amounts on their next work
anniversary.
RETURN TO WORK
Generally, an employee taking leave under the FMLA/WFMLA will be restored to the job
position the employee held prior to taking leave, or, if the position is no longer vacant, to a
position with equivalent pay, benefits and other terms of employment.
An employee who desires to return to work before the scheduled expiration of the employee’s
FMLA/WFMLA leave must notify the Library of such desire as soon as possible, but no later
than two working days prior to the employee’s requested return date.
Generally, an employee who fails to return to work after the expiration of the employee’s
FMLA/WFMLA leave will be subject to the Library’s regular attendance policy, which may lead
to discipline, up to and including discharge.
As with all leaves of absence, other than military leave, no employee may pursue or engage in
outside or supplemental employment (i.e., moonlighting) while on FMLA/WFMLA leave.
EMPLOYER RESPONSIBILITIES
The law requires that employers covered under the FMLA inform employees requesting leave
whether they are eligible under FMLA. If they are, the notice must specify any additional
information required as well as the employees’ rights and responsibilities. If they are not eligible,
the employer must provide a reason for the ineligibility. Covered employers must inform
employees if leave will be designated as FMLA-protected and the amount of leave counted
against the employee’s leave entitlement. If the employer determines that the leave is not FMLAprotected, the employer must notify the employee.
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It is unlawful for any employer to: (1) interfere with, restrain, or deny the exercise of any right
provided under FMLA; or (2) discharge or discriminate against any person for opposing any
practice made unlawful by FMLA or for involvement in any proceeding under or relating to
FMLA.
An employee may file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Labor or may bring a private
lawsuit against an employer for violation of the FMLA. FMLA does not affect any federal or
state law prohibiting discrimination, or supersede any state or local law or collective bargaining
agreement which provides greater family or medical leave rights.

330
Bereavement leave: All full-time, NFT, and 600+ employees will receive paid leave of up to 3
working days when there is a death in the immediate family. When the death is that of a spouse,
up to 5 working days will be paid. These days do not have to be taken contiguously and may be
taken any time up to two weeks following the death. For full time and NFT employees,
bereavement leave may be taken in blocks of time less than full days if desired, to a total of the
number of hours equal to 3-5 days (as applicable) of an average work week.
In the case of a late-stage terminal illness or imminent death of an immediate family member, an
employee has the option of taking bereavement leave before the death occurs, but only one paid
bereavement leave per family member will be given.

335
Jury/Witness Duty: The Library complies with all applicable laws concerning jury and witness
duty. For purposes of this policy an employee will be deemed to be required to serve as a witness
only in cases in which the employee is not a party, and is compelled to attend by subpoena.
Employees must provide proof of such subpoena service.
Salaried employees called for jury duty will be given paid leave, and must turn over to the
Library all compensation received.
A part time employee, including NFTs, participating in jury duty must turn over to the Library
all compensation received, and will be credited and paid for working his or her usually scheduled
hours for the day(s) missed because of jury duty. In the event that the court's payment to the
juror, minus any mileage reimbursement, exceeds what would have been that employee's
earnings for the day(s) missed, the employee will keep the court payment and be given unpaid
leave for the days spent on jury duty.
In the event an employee is not selected to serve on a jury, or jury/witness duty during a
particular day concludes prior to the end of the employee’s regularly scheduled work day, the
employee must report to work for the remainder of their regularly scheduled work day.

340
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Memberships: The Library will pay the dues for membership in the Wisconsin Library
Association (WLA) for all degreed librarians regularly scheduled for at least 1040 hours per
year, including the Director, and for one Library Board membership if desired. The Library will
also pay the Library Director's dues for the American Library Association (ALA) and for an
ALA division membership in the Public Library Association (PLA).

345
Health insurance: UDPATE BASED ON VILLAGE COVERAGE Full-time employees and
NFT employees are eligible for participation in an insurance plan provided by the Village of
Sussex for its employees. Coverage includes children unless they are covered by another plan;
double coverage is not allowed. A spouse whose employer offers a health insurance plan that
includes a premium contribution of at least 50% by the employer is not eligible for coverage
under the Library employee’s plan, unless that spouse was included in the plan before December
1, 2009.
Employees pay 10% 13% of their health insurance; the Library will pay 90% 87%. (Varies for
NFT employees)
The employee is responsible for all payments up to the deductible.
The annual plan year deductible is $2,000 single/$4,000 family coverage when using in-plan
providers.
The Library will establish a Health Savings Account (HSA) for each eligible employee who so
wishes, and will deposit into each participating employee’s account each year either $1,500 for a
single policyholder or $3,000 for a family policyholder.
The Library will contribute half of the annual Library HSA contribution on January 1st and half
on July 1st. The employee may apply to the Library Director during the first six months of a year
for an advance upon the July 1 contribution, in the event of a medical necessity that will result in
a cost to the employee that is greater than the balance in the employee’s HSA. The Director will
require an HSA account statement that shows that the employee has a need for the funds in
advance.
For any employee entering the plan after January 1st, the Library shall contribute on a prorated
basis for the remainder of the calendar year or plan year.
The employee is responsible for knowing and following IRS regulations governing his or her
HSA.
Any employee who leaves the employment of the Library due to resignation; retirement;
discharge; or a layoff for a period in excess of established seniority of eighteen months,
whichever is lesser; shall reimburse the Library in a prorated manner for the Library’s prior
funding of the deductible. The Library may make deductions from the employee’s final
paycheck(s) to recover that portion of the deductible which is subject to the reimbursement by
the employee.
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As with all sections of this employee handbook, health insurance benefits may change with time,
and the right to change plan design and structure is at the sole discretion of the Library Board.
Amendments to the policy itself will be communicated directly to the insured by the insurance
company. Staff members will receive the amendment and return a signed copy.

350
Life insurance: A term life insurance policy is provided for all full-time employees in an
amount equal to the employee’s base salary for that year, not to exceed $50,000. The Library
pays the entire premium for this policy. A portion of the life insurance includes accidental death
and dismemberment benefits. The specifics of the program will be explained at the time of
application.

355
Retirement plan: All employees working more than 600 1200 hours in at least 10 of 12
consecutive months* are enrolled in the Wisconsin Retirement System (WRS), a state-run
pension plan. Employees pay 50% of total WRS contributions. Information about the pension
plan is provided upon employment. *unless they were previously enrolled while employed
elsewhere.

360
Workers’ compensation: The Library participates in a mandatory program for all employees,
for compensation benefits that may be available as the result of work-related injury or illness.
The Library Director must be notified immediately in the case of such injury or illness.

365
Deferred compensation: After one year of employment, full-time employees are eligible to
participate in a voluntary deferred compensation plan through the Village of Sussex. The ICMA
Retirement Corporation serves as the administrator of the program, and the Village
Administrator is the coordinator.
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TIMEKEEPING/PAYROLL
405
Time sheets: Every employee is responsible for filling in his/her time sheet at the end of each
work day. At the end of the pay period, each employee is responsible for totaling the number of
hours worked, signing the time sheet, and turning it in by the end of the work day on the Tuesday
immediately following the end of a pay period.
Timesheets that are not turned in on time may be held and submitted for payment with the
following pay period’s timesheets, resulting in a 2-week delay in payment. Supervisors are not
responsible for reminding staff to turn in timesheets.
Each time sheet is considered confidential and no employee may change or otherwise tamper
with another employee's time sheet. Any change will be made only by the supervisor or Library
Director after consulting or notifying the employee involved.

410
Paydays: Paychecks are issued biweekly, generally on Friday. A schedule of paydays is
available at the beginning of each calendar year. Hourly employees' paychecks are issued two
weeks after the pay period is completed. In the case of a new hourly employee, the first
paycheck will be issued at the end of the second pay period worked. Salaried employees are paid
every other week commencing with the completion of the first pay period. Employees may
choose to be paid by direct deposit. Also see Time sheets.

415
Lost paychecks: If an employee loses a paycheck, the Library will re-issue the check after one
month, provided that check has not cleared the bank and that not more than six months have
passed since the date of the original check. The employee will first reimburse the Library for the
amount of the check cancellation fee charged by the Library’s bank.
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WORK POLICIES
505
Library hours are set by the Library Board. The Board reserves the right to establish the days
and hours of Library operation and to adjust them in the best interests of the community.

510
Work schedules will be arranged to meet the service needs of the Library. Requests for changes
in hours should be submitted as far in advance as possible; a week's notice shall be considered
standard except in cases of emergency. Temporary changes (to cover for a coworker who is
unable to work) must be approved by the department head when available. Long-term schedule
changes must be approved by the Library Director, after consultation with the department head.
Additional hours may be worked by non-exempt employees only with prior supervisory
approval. Because of budgetary impact, changes in work schedules should not result in a nonexempt employee working more than 40 hours in one week. Rare exceptions may be necessary
when the Library is short-staffed due to positions being unfilled; in those cases approval must
first be obtained from the Library Director or his/her designee.

515
Overtime pay and compensatory time off: At the time that overtime work is approved by the
Library Director or his/her designee for a non-exempt employee, the employee will be asked to
decide between receiving overtime pay or compensatory time off. Compensatory time off will
be given at the rate of 1.5 times the number of hours over 40 the employee worked during the
week and must be taken during the work week following the overtime week. The specific days
and times an employee uses earned compensatory time off shall be mutually agreed upon by the
employee and the Library Director.
Work schedules in some departments are generally composed based on a rotation of weekend
hours among staff. There is no guarantee that the number of weekend days worked will be equal
among department personnel or across departments. If a rotation is followed, it will not be
altered based on how many “holiday weekends” each employee will work. While rotating
schedules are meant to help provide employee satisfaction by distributing weekend work, the
primary intent of any schedule is to provide for the needs of the Library.
The Library Director may change an employee's work schedules, total work hours, and job duties
to meet the service and budgetary needs of the Library.
Callout Pay: If an individual is required to come in during a time when the library is closed for
the evening or on a holiday (for example, to respond to a building alarm), the Library will pay a
minimum of 2 hours at time & a half pay OR 3 hours of regularly paid time, provided that does
not put the employee into overtime for the week.

520
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Standards of attendance: Employees are expected to be present for work on all scheduled work
days and to report on time so as to be at his/her work station, ready to work, at the scheduled
starting time. If an employee will be absent from or tardy to work, s/he must contact the direct
supervisor or Library Director as soon as possible. Generally, at least 90 minutes notice is
expected when illness or some other condition will prevent an employee from being on time or
working that day, so that arrangements for coverage may be made. Someone who is ill and
expects the illness to be prolonged is required to keep his/her supervisor advised on a daily basis.
Employees will not be allowed unexcused absences or tardiness.
Employees will not leave the place of work during scheduled work hours without authorization.
An employee who is absent and does not communicate with the department supervisor or Library
Director for three consecutive workdays will be considered to have resigned and abandoned
his/her position. A letter will be sent to the employee by the Director or his/her designee,
indicating termination of employment due to job abandonment. The Library does not pay for
unused accumulated vacation hours when an employee is terminated due to job abandonment.

525
Meal and rest breaks: Any employee working 5 hours or more consecutive hours in any one
day will be scheduled for a 30-minute meal break. Employees scheduled for an 8 hour day will
generally be scheduled to take this meal break and, if conditions allow, a 15 minute rest break in
each half of their shift. The meal break should be taken near the mid-point of the work day.
Meal breaks are not counted as work time, and as such are unpaid time for non-exempt
employees, with the exception of a meal which occurs during a meeting so that the employee is
not free to leave the meeting during the lunch period and meal breaks taken on Saturdays.
Because of low staffing patterns, employees working on Saturdays will be paid for their
scheduled meal breaks, and must remain in the building, on call. When necessary, the employee
on break will leave the break to assist the coworker or customers.
An employee who works for 4 consecutive hours without a meal break may take one paid 15
minute rest break during the 4 hours, to be scheduled if conditions allow, at the discretion of the
supervisor in accordance with Library needs.
Neither meal hours nor rest breaks may be accrued and used as discretionary time off, taken at
the beginning or end of the work day, or added together for a longer meal time or rest break.
Any exception must be approved in advance by the employee's supervisor. Meal breaks for those
working 5 or more hours in a single day will be scheduled and will be taken; the Library Director
must be notified, in advance whenever possible, if a supervisor or employee finds that
circumstances warrant otherwise. Whenever possible, breaks should be taken near the middle of
a work shift and not within 90 minutes of closing, in order to provide proper coverage at service
desks.

530
Holidays and holiday pay: The Library will be closed on the following days (Exceptions for
holidays falling on weekends, and specifications of holiday pay follow this list.)
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January 1
Easter
Memorial Day
July 4
Labor Day
evening of Thanksgiving Eve (not a holiday)*
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Eve Day
Christmas Day
evening of December 31 (not a holiday)*
*The Library will close at 5:30 p.m. on the Wednesday evening before Thanksgiving and at 5:30
p.m. on New Year’s Eve unless those dates fall on a day with a regularly-scheduled earlier
closing time. These are not considered holidays; non-exempt employees who are normally
scheduled to work on these evenings will not be paid for the hours the Library is closed but will
have the option to make up the hours at a time approved by their supervisor.
When January 1 falls on a Sunday, the Library will be closed both Sunday and Monday.
When July 4 falls on a Sunday, the Library will be closed on Monday, July 5.
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day will be handled as follows, when either falls on a weekend:
When December 24 is a Friday, the Library will be closed Friday through Sunday (12/24-12/26).
When December 24 is a Saturday, the Library will be closed Saturday through Monday (12/2412/26).
When December 24 is a Sunday, the Library will be closed Saturday through Monday (12/2312/25.)
The following holidays will be paid for full-time and NFTs; all other part-time employees will be
paid for the hours they would ordinarily be scheduled to work on such holidays. Substitutes are
not scheduled for holidays and therefore not eligible for holiday pay. For the position of
Maintenance Coordinator, which has a highly variable daily schedule, an average day’s pay will
be determined by dividing the weekly hours of the position description by 5.
New Year's Day
Easter
Memorial Day
Fourth of July

Labor Day
Thanksgiving
Christmas Eve day
Christmas day

If a holiday falls on a day that a full-time or NFT is not scheduled to work, that person will
receive a floating holiday time (for the maximum length shift they could have been schedule to
work) to be used at another time, rather than be paid for the day not worked.
In addition to the paid holidays listed above, full-time and NFTs receive a floating holiday in lieu
of the library closing on the Friday following Thanksgiving. Generally speaking, this day is to be
taken in conjunction with a holiday such as Thanksgiving, Christmas, or New Year's Day. The
best interest of the Library as a whole will be considered when scheduling floating holidays.
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535
Emergency closings: When traveling conditions are hazardous, the Library's parking lot is not
navigable, or Library conditions are dangerous, the Library Director may approve closing the
Library. When this occurs, staff members, Library Board members, and the appropriate media
will be notified.
If the Library is closed, staff members will be paid for the hours they were scheduled to work;
neither wages nor compensatory time will be given for employees not previously scheduled to
work.
When the Library is open but weather conditions are such that a staff member is unable to get to
work, the employee has the option of taking personal time or vacation leave. If an employee has
no remaining personal or vacation leave for the employment year, the employee may take this
severe weather leave without pay for the time missed. Repeated use of unpaid time for severe
weather use may result in the Library Director not approving the use of future vacation time that
will leave the employee without available vacation days to use during the next winter. Excessive
use of unpaid time during winter events may result in discipline. If the budget allows, the
Director may also give the employee the option of making up the hours.

540
Meetings
Staff meetings: The Library Director will schedule regular mandatory meetings a minimum of
every other month, and preferably monthly, for all staff, and at other times as necessary for the
purpose of discussing Library goals, policies, etc.; to provide in-service instruction; and to
resolve questions from staff.
Part-time employees not scheduled to work at the time of staff meetings will be reimbursed at
their regular rate of pay for attendance. Full-time non-exempt employees will be given
compensatory time off for Library meetings held outside of their regular work schedule.
The Director has the authority and discretion to require attendance at staff meetings. (OK to have
mandatory staff meetings and only pay for the single hour)
Work-related meetings: all employees shall have the opportunity to attend meetings and
conferences which relate to their job duties, with the approval of the Library Director. Adequate
notice of attendance should be given in order to adjust schedules if necessary.
Whenever possible, full-time employees are encouraged to attend work-related meetings,
workshops, conferences, etc. during their normal working hours. If this is not possible,
compensatory time off may be given for non-exempt employees if the Director's approval has
been received in advance.
Participation on work-related committees (WCFLS, WLA, etc.) on Library time will be
approved by the Library Director unless scheduling or programming conflicts result or if a staff
member’s participation is not in the Library’s best interest.
Meeting expenses, including meals and transportation, will be paid by the Library if prior
approval is given by the Library Director.
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Part-time employees attending meetings will be paid at their regular hourly rate; if such meetings
are not during an employee's scheduled hours, the Library Director may rearrange schedules or
shorten the employee's regular schedule during the affected pay period in order to avoid
additional payroll expense.
The Library Director has discretion to mandate employee attendance at any work-related
meetings.

545
Mileage: Mileage expenses at the rate paid by the State of Wisconsin and/or approved by the
IRS will be paid to employees driving their cars for Library business. The allowance will be
paid for miles traveled from the Library to the destination and return.
If an employee leaves from, or returns to, a point closer to the destination than the Library, only
the actual mileage traveled will be paid.
Mileage for regular travel between an employee’s home and the Library before and after work
hours will not be paid.
550
Reimbursements for workshop fees, mileage, purchases, etc.: Requests for reimbursement for
expenses for continuing education, mileage, purchases made on the Library’s behalf and all other
reimbursements should be made within the current budget year and within two months of
incurring the expense; or, in the case of coursework, within one month of completion of the
class. Reimbursements which are requested later than these deadlines may be denied if they fall
within a new budget year.

555
Meal allowances: Meal allowances, including tax and tip are $50 per day or as follows if the
event’s length plus travel time does not result in the need for three meals:
Breakfast $10.00
Lunch $17.00
Dinner $25.00
Meal allowances may not be used towards the cost of alcoholic beverages, and employees will
not be reimbursed for the cost of alcoholic beverages.
560
Non-Reimbursable Expenses: Alcoholic beverages, most entertainment costs, traffic and
parking tickets and similar expenses are non-reimbursable. If the employee chooses to take
his/her spouse to a convention or meeting, the additional costs incurred because of the spouse’s
presence will be paid by the employee.
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STANDARDS OF CONDUCT
601
Behavior
All Library employees are expected to represent the Library to the public in a professional
manner, which is courteous, efficient and helpful. The Library has established certain minimum
standards of personal conduct. Among the Library’s expectations are:
•

understanding and promotion of the Library’s vision and mission

•

compliance with federal, state, and local laws

•

a “can do” attitude that seeks to answer “How can I (fill a customer’s unusual request,
help a coworker, figure out how to make something difficult work, ….?) rather than to
say “no.”

•

tact, courtesy, cheerfulness and positive attitude shown to the public and fellow
employees

•

adherence to Library policies, procedures, safety rules and safe work practices

•

compliance with directions from supervisors

•

preservation and protection of the Library's equipment, grounds, facilities, and resources

•

provision of orderly and cost efficient services to citizens

•

acceptance of responsibility for problem solving

•

respect for coworkers' time, work space, and personal possessions

•

willingness to be a lifelong learner and seek to continually update and upgrade one’s
skills

•

exercise of good judgment in all work-related matters

•

discipline to bring well-considered possible solutions with any problems brought to
supervisors

•

avoidance of eating, drinking, or chewing gum while working in public areas, except
during events at which refreshments are served

Insubordination will not be tolerated. Insubordination occurs when an employee refuses to obey
a direct order from an immediate supervisor, Library Director, or Staff Member in Charge.

One of the greatest strengths of the Library’s work force is the positive, supportive atmosphere
provided to our coworkers. That atmosphere allows us to work in a lower-stress environment
and to focus on our work without the distraction of underlying tensions. That atmosphere is
readily apparent to the public using the Library and must be protected. No employee is so
valuable to the organization that he or she may be allowed to erode that environment.
Individuals with poor attitudes or who continually agitate coworkers or complain to non-library
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personnel instead of working through the Chain of Command to resolve dissatisfactions will be
disciplined up to and including dismissal.
Employees are expected to maintain a positive work atmosphere by acting and communicating in
a manner so that they maintain a cordial, and whenever possible friendly, relationship with
coworkers, and management. If conflicts arise between employees, it is expected that resolution
will be sought as quickly as possible so as to not allow the conflict to harm the atmosphere of the
Library. Employees are expected to seek to understand coworkers’ feelings and to apologize
when harm has been done to the relationship. Advice should be sought from supervisors when
this is not readily possible.
Any relationship of an employee, on or off the job, that affects the Library’s ability to run its
business, or the employee’s ability to do his or her job, effectively and efficiently may be a valid
reason for disciplinary action.
Disrespect by any employee for any reason will not be allowed. Employees who behave
disrespectfully to customers, coworkers, or management will be disciplined.
The Library’s positive reputation is critical to supporting its mission and strategic objectives. All
employees have an obligation to uphold the Library’s image and not bring the organization into
disrepute. This duty encompasses employee activities both at work and outside of the workplace
and work hours. It includes, but is not limited to, actions, writings, and verbal statements made
via any and all communication methods.

605
Dress/ personal appearance
The Library enjoys an excellent reputation in the community. One of the ways to maintain that
is for all staff to present a professional image to the public. It is important that the public have
confidence in the staff and that staff members show pride in themselves when transacting
business. To help present an appropriate image and foster public confidence, staff members
must dress appropriately for their work assignment. All employees are expected to wear
business-like, neat, clean, well-maintained attire. Shoes, boots, or sandals (but not flip-flops) are
required and must also be well-maintained. Good grooming and personal hygiene are required.
Perfumes and colognes are discouraged because they may cause allergic reactions in others. The
individual’s immediate supervisor may call to a staff member’s attention any personal hygiene
habits that need to be corrected. Personal grooming should not take place in public areas.
Facial jewelry worn at work will be limited to that worn on the earlobes.
While many individuals now have tattoos, it is still common for citizens in our society to find
those exhibiting body art to be intimidating or unapproachable. In a public service occupation,
this is not desirable. In addition, the Library is dedicated to providing information in an unbiased
manner, which precludes presenting the public with our individual opinions about matters.
Therefore, visible tattoos are limited to those which, in the Library Director’s opinion, are not
extremist, indecent, inflammatory, sexist, racist, political, or social commentary; and are not
images which may lead a reasonable customer to question the professionalism of the staff
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member. Just as staff may not wear clothing exhibiting statements or slogans, except as noted, a
staff member may not have visible a tattoo which includes a statement or slogan not approved by
the Director.
The Library Director reserves the right to determine acceptable levels of personal appearance
and to delegate such a determination to supervisory staff. The following are examples, but not a
complete list, of attire that is generally unacceptable:
ill-fitting clothing
torn, patched/faded, or dirty clothing
halter tops
tube tops
muscle shirts
strapless dresses
shorts or skirts which are shorter than mid-thigh
flip-flops
clothing with slogans, cartoons, social commentary, or advertising, other than small
brand-name identification or Library-related attire such as shirts advertising the Summer
Reading Program theme that has been approved by the Library Director
sweatsuits/warm-up suits; sweat pants; exercise clothing
thong-type sandals, and any footwear that cause the employee to shuffle or which, in the
opinion of the Library Director, presents safety concerns
denim shorts or pants, except for pages/shelvers who may, due to their job
responsibilities, wear denim jeans that are not torn, patched, or faded
hats or headwear, except that worn for religious reasons or due to medically-related hair
loss
clothing, or the wearing of clothing, that results in exposure of the midriff,
undergarments, cleavage, or lower back when standing, sitting, or bending
sheer clothing, except as an outer layer over opaque clothing other than undergarments
buttons, pins, jewelry or accessories that include graphics or text that can be construed by
a reasonable person as social commentary
Employees who contribute $1 to a staff-chosen cause are permitted to wear jeans on
“Casual for a Cause” Fridays. All are still expected to project a polished appearance and
adhere to the rest of the dress code.

610
INTERNET AND E-MAIL USE
The Pauline Haass Public Library provides employees access to computer hardware, software, email accounts, and Internet access to improve the performance of their duties and to support their
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continuing education and professional development. Staff should communicate at all times with
e-mail or voice mail as they would in a public forum. Good judgment and ethical conduct is
essential. The following guidelines are aimed at specifying acceptable, responsible and
productive computer use by staff.
All Library electronic resources – the hardware, software and all files – are Library property.
These resources are intended to be used for business, in a manner consistent with the Library’s
standards of conduct. Library Internet access is for Library business only. It is not to be used for
political endeavors, personal business use, or extended personal use.
The Library may allow occasional personal use of these resources, provided such use does not
interfere with the flow of business or negatively impact productivity. Employees are expected to
exercise good judgment and restraint in their personal use of the Internet, and employee
productivity issues related to personal use will be dealt with through discipline up to and
including dismissal.
Employees should have no expectation of privacy with files, e-mail or Internet use.
The Library may monitor online traffic, examine files or read e-mail at any time.
The Library may restrict or discontinue access to some or all Internet resources at any time.
Viruses: Virus infection is one of the most well documented threats of Internet use. Users
should not open or attempt to read any Internet-received files that they did not specifically
request. All requests to install software on Library computers, including “shareware” or Word
Wide Web browser “plug-in” programs, should be referred to the computer support staff for
consideration. All software installed on Library computers must be installed by the computer
support staff.
Copyright: No one shall violate copyright, or otherwise use another’s intellectual property
without his or her prior written approval or proper citation.
Public Record Requests: Requests from outside the Library for access to electronic files should
be handled through the same procedures as requests for any other public record. Thus employees
should not send out files of Library information without approval of their supervisor.
E-Mail: Internet e-mail is not secure or private. Users should always consider that messages
may be read by someone other than the intended recipients. There can be no expectation of
confidentiality. Employees should choose a more secure method for the transmittal of
information deemed sensitive or confidential. E-mail messages should always be written as if
they were going to appear in tomorrow’s newspaper.
Unacceptable Use: Examples of unacceptable uses include, but are not limited to, accessing
files, passwords or data belonging to others; damaging or altering hardware or software;
unauthorized reproducing of copyrighted, licensed, or other protected material; misrepresenting
oneself as another user; harassing, intimidating or threatening others; accessing pornography or
other inappropriate material; and violating applicable local, state, federal or international laws.
Use of Library technology, including email and internet, should comply with all other Library
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policies. Employees violating this internet and email use policy may be subject to discipline up
to and including discharge.
Ownership of information: All Internet transmissions sent from or received by Library
computers are Library property. Library management reserves the right to examine, at any time
and without prior notice, all e-mail, directories, files and other information stored on data disks,
computers, tape or other electronic media.
Confidentiality Notice: All e-mails should be sent with the following notice at the bottom of the
e-mail.
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail, including any files transmitted with it, is the property
of the Pauline Haass Public Library. It is confidential and is intended solely for the use
of the individual, or entity, to whom the e-mail is addressed. If you are not a named
recipient, or otherwise have reason to believe that you have received this message in
error, please notify the sender at 262-246-5180 and delete this message immediately
from your computer. Any other use, retention, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or
copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited.
E-mail signature blocks: The e-mail signature block of PHPL employees should include the
employee name, Library name, address, phone number, and website address. No other
information or graphics are allowed in signature blocks without the permission of the Library
Director.
Discussion Groups: The Internet contains numerous discussion groups, listservs, and forums
where users may post messages and exchange ideas. Many of these are useful places for
research on topics of interest to Library employees. However, as with any other form of
communication, employees are responsible for their conduct and must not misrepresent official
Library policy in any message posted to the Internet. Employees should consult with their
supervisor prior to posting messages to such locations. Employees using e-mail, posting to
public forums or participating in online chats must take care to ensure that their personal
statements are not misconstrued as official Library positions. All Library standards for
communication with the public apply to the Internet. Employees must take care not to disclose
confidential or proprietary information.

615
Drug And Alcohol Use
It is the purpose of the Pauline Haass Public Library to help provide a safe and drug-free work
environment for our customers and our employees. With this goal in mind, the Library explicitly
prohibits:
•

The use, possession, solicitation for, or sale of narcotics or other illegal drugs, alcohol, or
prescription medication without a prescription on Library premises or while on Library
business.

•

Being impaired or under the influence of legal or illegal drugs or alcohol away from the
Library premises, if such impairment or influence adversely affects the employee's work
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performance, the safety of the employee or of others, or puts at risk the Library’s
reputation.
•

Possession, use, solicitation for, or sale of legal or illegal drugs or alcohol away from the
Library premises, if such activity or involvement adversely affects the employee's work
performance, the safety of the employee or of others, or puts at risk the Library's
reputation.

•

The presence of any detectable amount of prohibited substances in the employee's system
while at work, while on the premises of the Library, or while on Library business.
"Prohibited substances" include illegal drugs, alcohol, or prescription drugs not taken in
accordance with a prescription given to the employee.

It is the employee's responsibility to verify with his/her physician, dentist, or pharmacist, as to
whether or not a prescription or over-the-counter drug will impair performance and to notify
his/her supervisor of the impairment and the period of time the medication will be used.
In the case that the Library Director determines that an employee is unable to perform properly
and safely while taking an over-the-counter or prescription medication for a medical problem,
the employee will be required to leave work until the impairment is no longer present. If the
employee’s physician or dentist attests in writing that taking this particular medication is
necessary for a medical condition, the time away from the workplace may be taken as sick leave,
provided the employee has sick leave available for use. Otherwise, this time will be unpaid
leave.
The Library Director or, in the absence of the Director, his or her designee, may request that an
employee submit to a drug or alcohol test at any time. The Library will pay for the test and
provide transportation for the employee. No employee who is thought to be impaired will be
allowed to drive. The following serve as examples, without limitation, of the circumstances
under which an employee may be required to submit to a drug and/or alcohol test:
•

For-Cause Testing: The Library may ask an employee to submit to a drug and/or alcohol
test at any time it feels that the employee may be under the influence of drugs or alcohol,
including, but not limited to, the following circumstances: evidence of drugs or alcohol on
or about the employee's person or in the employee's vicinity, unusual conduct on the
employee's part that suggests impairment or influence of drugs or alcohol, negative
performance patterns, excessive and unexplained absenteeism or tardiness, or reports by
others that the employee is under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
• Post-Accident Testing: Any employee involved in an on-the-job accident or injury under
circumstances that suggest possible use or influence of drugs or alcohol in the accident or
injury event may be asked to submit to a drug and/or alcohol test. "Involved in an on-thejob accident or injury" means not only the one who was or could have been injured, but
also any employee who potentially contributed to the accident or injury event in any way.

If an employee is tested for drugs or alcohol outside of the employment context and the results
indicate a violation of this policy, or if an employee refuses a request to submit to testing under
this policy, the employee may be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and possibly
including discharge from employment. In such a case, the employee will be given an opportunity
to explain the circumstances prior to any final employment action becoming effective.
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The employee has the right to request drug or alcohol testing, at the Library’s expense, if
suspicion has been stated by a supervisor or the Director.
At no time will any employee enter a tavern during working hours unless explicitly directed or
authorized by an immediate supervisor. Employees violating this restriction will face
disciplinary action up to and including termination.
Screening Results: The screening of all urine and blood samples submitted in accordance with
this policy will be performed by qualified and certified testing laboratories. The test results will
be reviewed to determine if there is evidence of the use of drugs, controlled substances or
alcohol. The test results will be treated in strict confidence. No test results will be released to any
other party without the written authorization of the employee who was screened. Employees
who have positive test results will face disciplinary action up to and including termination.

620
Harassment
The Library is firmly committed to maintaining a work environment that is free of harassment. In
keeping with this commitment, the Library will not tolerate harassment of Library employees by
anyone, including any supervisor, co-worker, trustee, or member of the public. Similarly, no
workplace-related harassment of members of the public by Library employees will be tolerated.
Harassment consists of unwelcome conduct, whether verbal, physical or visual, that is based on a
person's protected status, such as sex, color, race, ancestry, religion, national origin, age, physical
handicap, medical condition, disability, marital status, veteran status, citizenship, sexual
orientation, or other protected group status.
The Library will not tolerate harassing conduct that affects tangible job benefits, that
unreasonably interferes with an individual's work performance, or that creates an intimidating,
hostile, or offensive working environment.
The Library strongly disapproves of sexual or other forms of harassment of employees and will
take appropriate disciplinary action against any employee who violates this policy up to and
including termination. Sexual harassment is defined as unwelcome sexual advances, requests for
sexual favors, and other visual, verbal, or physical conduct of a sexual nature in situations where:
Submission to such conduct is an explicit or implicit term or condition of employment; an
individual's submission to, or rejection of, such conduct becomes the basis for
employment decisions affecting that individual; or such conduct has the purpose or effect
of unreasonably interfering with an individual's work performance or creating an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment.
Sexual harassment may include, but is not limited to, explicit sexual propositions, sexual
innuendoes, suggestive comments, sexually oriented "teasing", "practical jokes", jokes about
gender specific traits, foul or obscene language or gestures, display of foul or obscene printed or
visual material (including computer generated material), and physical conduct such as patting,
pinching, or brushing against another's body. Sexual harassment also includes conduct directed
by a person at another person of the same sex or gender.
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Violations of this policy are considered intolerable and will result in discipline up to and
including immediate termination.
All Library employees are responsible for helping to ensure that harassment is avoided. If an
employee has witnessed or feels he/she has been subject to any harassment, he/she must
immediately report the harassment to his/her Supervisor or the Library Director. If the Library
Director is the perceived harasser, the employee shall talk to a Library trustee. A copy of a
complaint form that may be used to report harassment can be found at the end of this employee
handbook. The Library forbids retaliation against anyone who has reported harassment.
The Library's policy is to investigate all harassment complaints thoroughly and promptly and
take all appropriate action that may be necessary to end the harassment and to prevent this
conduct from recurring. Employees who register complaints or make reports of harassment may
request their complaints or reports be held in confidence. Such requests will be honored to the
extent possible. No information regarding the initial report or the investigation will be released
by the Library unless required by law or if necessary for the purpose of taking disciplinary
action.

625
Staff in Building after Hours: For security and safety purposes, staff members other than the
Technology Coordinator Administrative Services Manager, Maintenance Coordinator, and
Director, may not enter or remain in the Library beyond normal operating hours or scheduled
work hours without prior permission of the Library Director or his/her designee.

630
Personal Use of Library Equipment: Employees’ personal use of portable Library equipment
is limited to the privileges that any Library cardholder has. Personal use of fixed staff equipment
(copier, printers, fax machines) must be kept to a minimum and done on personal time. The
Director will determine if this privilege is being abused and will speak to the staff member
involved.
Unauthorized use, duplication or possession of Library keys is prohibited and will result in
discipline up to and including dismissal.

635
Solicitation: Employees may not distribute or post handbills, pamphlets, or other written
material in any work area without the authorization of the Library Director. Non-supervisory
employees may place in the staff break area fundraising solicitations for school groups and nonprofit organizations, but may not directly request that another employee participate. Because of
the possibility of employees feeling pressured to contribute, supervisory personnel may not place
fundraising materials for themselves or family members.
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640
Ethics: Employees will provide the highest level of service to all Library users through
appropriate and usefully organized resources; equitable service policies; equitable access; and
accurate, unbiased, and courteous responses to all requests.
Employees will uphold the principles of intellectual freedom and resist all efforts to censor
Library resources.
Employees will protect each Library user's right to privacy and confidentiality with respect to
information sought or received and resources consulted, borrowed, acquired or transmitted.
Employees will recognize and respect intellectual property rights.
Employees will treat co-workers and other colleagues with respect, fairness and good faith, and
advocate conditions of employment that safeguard the rights and welfare of all employees of our
institutions.
Employees will not advance private interests at the expense of Library users, colleagues, or our
employing institutions.
Employees will distinguish between their personal convictions and professional duties and not
allow their personal beliefs to interfere with fair representation of the aims of the Library or the
provision of access to information resources.
Employees will strive for excellence in the profession by maintaining and enhancing their own
knowledge and skills, by encouraging the professional development of co-workers, and by
fostering the aspirations of potential members of the profession.
Employees will not publicly disparage the Library, coworkers, supervisors, or the materials and
services offered by the Library. Instead, an employee with a grievance about any of these
matters will bring that concern to his or her supervisor, Library Director, or Library Trustee
following the Chain of Command.
Employees will avoid situations in which personal interests might be served or financial benefits
gained because of their status of employment with the Library. Employees will not accept gifts,
whether in the form of money, services, loan, travel, entertainment, hospitality, item or promise,
or in any other form, under circumstances in which it could reasonably be inferred that the gift
was intended to influence him/her, or could reasonably be expected to influence him/her, in the
performance of his/her official duties or was intended as a reward for any official action on
his/her part. Exceptions are gifts of food or handcrafted personal gifts of low estimated dollar
value, which are given to staff as thanks for good service by individual customers acting as
private citizens. Food items received in this manner must be shared with coworkers in the staff
break area, and must be reported to the Library Director. Non-monetary gifts which benefit the
Library will not be accepted until the Director determines if they comply with statements in the
Collection Development Policy pertaining to gifts. Monetary gifts to the Library are included in
the Library’s financial report and expenditure of those funds, as of all Library funds, is with the
approval of the Library Board.
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Employees will maintain a professional image at all times while at work. Food, beverages and
gum will be limited to areas not viewable by the public.
Employees will not engage in illegal activities which involve Library resources or the personal
possessions of coworkers or Library users.
As much as possible, employees will tend to personal matters, except in the case of an
emergency, during his or her break. Department Heads will determine if an employee is
devoting too much attention to personal matters, will bring it to the employee’s attention, and
will document the discussion. Staff will not hold personal conversations on the telephone or in
person within the hearing of customers.
Employees will not engage in, solicit, negotiate for or promise to accept private employment or
render services for private interests when such employment or service creates a conflict with, or
impairs the proper discharge of, his/her Library duties.
Staff Personal Use of Social Media Sites: Staff members are free to use social media sites on
their own time, but they should be mindful that they represent the organization and
exercise good judgment accordingly. In addition, they must observe the following:
•
•
•

Include a disclaimer: if indicating that you are an employee of the Library, be clear that
the opinions expressed are your own and not those of the Library.
Don’t share confidential information.
Do not use the Library’s name in your login ID or username.

645
Resignations: Librarians (full or part-time) and other full-time employees who wish to
terminate their employment are expected to give a minimum of 20 working days’ notice. All
other part-time employees are expected to give a minimum of two weeks' notice. For scheduling
and training purposes, giving as much notice as possible is appreciated.
All resignations must be submitted to the Director in writing, stating the effective date of, and
reason for, the resignation. The effective date of resignation will be the last day of actual work.
Employees will not be permitted to use vacation, compensatory time, personal time, holidays or
sick leave immediately following the date resignation is submitted. This policy may be waived
only in personal emergency or crisis situations with approval of the Library Director and Library
Board.
The Library pays employees who are in good standing for their unused accumulated vacation
hours provided that the employee gives at least the amount of notice stated above, and is present,
working a regular schedule during that entire time; and provided that the employee returns any
keys or other Library property in his/her possession. In the case of the Library Director, the
minimum amount of notice that is required for payment of accumulated vacation hours is one
month.
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650
Disciplinary action
Warnings: The Library Director or an immediate supervisor may issue a verbal or written
warning to an employee in the interest of the Library at any time. A copy of any written warning
will become a part of the employee's personnel record.
Suspension: The Library Director may for disciplinary purposes suspend an employee with or
without pay at any time. The Director will furnish the suspended employee with a written notice
stating the duration of the suspension.
Wage reduction or freeze: The Library Director may, as part of a written performance
improvement plan, reduce or freeze the wage rate or salary of an employee so long as the criteria
for doing so are clearly enumerated in the plan and the employee has the opportunity to avoid
this disciplinary action through improvement of his or her performance. As always, wage
reductions and freezes for entire categories of employees may also be instituted do to budgetary
constraints, with Library Board approval.
Termination: The Library Director may, in the interest of the Pauline Haass Public Library,
discharge an employee at any time. Termination would normally be a final step following one or
more substandard performance evaluations, verbal or written warnings, or suspension. Although
progressive discipline will normally be followed, the Library Director has the right to deviate
from the procedures set forth in this paragraph if he/she for any reason deems it advisable to do
so.
The Library Director reserves the right to discharge an employee immediately and without prior
notice in any case in which he/she deems it in its best interests to do so. Immediate discharge
may occur for instances of serious misconduct. The Director will furnish the terminated
employee with a written notice stating the reason(s) for the action.
The following workplace behaviors are examples of offenses for which the first offense may
result in immediate discharge. Those offenses include, but are not limited to:
Insubordination, as defined in Standards of Conduct: Behavior (601)
Direction of violence at other Library employees, or members of the public. This includes
threatening or attempting to do bodily harm to others, or damaging any Library equipment,
or threatening, intimidating, interfering with, or abusing (physically or verbally).
Possession of firearms or other weapon at the workplace, in the Library building, grounds,
or in the adjacent parking lot, or during the course of performing job duties
Use, possession, or removal of Library property or equipment without authorization
Violation of the Library’s alcohol and drug rules
Violation of the Library’s anti-harassment policies
Conviction of a crime which is substantially job related
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Conduct which violates the standards of conduct to which Library employees are expected
to adhere pursuant to this policy.

655
Complaint procedure:
Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to provide for the exclusive internal method for resolving
grievances concerning discipline, termination and workplace safety. A determined effort shall be
made to settle any grievance at the lowest possible level in the grievance procedure.
Definitions
Grievance: A "grievance" is defined as any complaint that concerns discipline, termination, or
workplace safety.
Grievant: A "grievant" may be any employee of the Library.
Day: The term "days" as used in this Article shall mean regularly scheduled workdays, unless
otherwise indicated.
Termination: The term "employee termination," as used in this section, shall not include the
following:
a. Layoffs;
b. Workforce reduction activities;
c. Voluntary termination including, without limitation, quitting or resignation;
d. Job abandonment;
e. End of employment due to disability;
f. Retirement; or,
g. End of employment and/or completion of assignment of temporary, seasonal, contract,
daily assignment, substitute, or replacement employment relationship.
Discipline: The term "employee discipline," shall include any employment action that results in
disciplinary suspension with loss of pay, disciplinary reduction in pay or other benefits, or
disciplinary demotion. The term "Employee discipline," as used in this section, shall not include
the following:
a. Plans of correction or performance improvement;
b. Performance evaluations or reviews;
c. Documentation of employee acts and/or omissions in an employment file;
d. Oral or written reprimands;
e. Administrative suspension with pay;
f. Administrative suspensions without pay pending investigation of alleged misconduct or
nonperformance;
g. Non-disciplinary wage, benefit or salary adjustments; or,
h. Other non-material employment actions.
Workplace Safety: "Workplace safety" is defined as conditions of employment affecting an
employee's physical health or safety, the safe operation of workplace equipment and tools, safety
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of the physical work environment, personal protective equipment, workplace violence, and
training related to same.
Time Limits
The time limits set forth herein must be complied with and failure of the grievant to file and
process the grievance within the time limits set forth in this Section shall be deemed a waiver
and a settlement of the grievance. The number of days indicated at each level should be
considered a maximum. The time limits specified may, however, be extended by the mutual
consent of the Library and the grievant. The parties may, through mutual consent, agree to start
the grievance at a higher step if the grievance involves termination and is initially filed in a
timely manner pursuant to the timelines set forth below.
Informal Resolution
An earnest effort shall first be made to settle any questions, problems or concerns that may arise
on an informal basis, between the employee and the immediate supervisor, before implementing
the grievance procedure. The informal meeting and discussion shall occur within five (5)
calendar days of when the employee knows, or should have known, of the events giving rise to
the employee's concerns.
Grievance Processing Procedure
Grievances shall be processed in accordance with the following procedure:
Step One - Written Grievance
In the event the employee's concerns cannot be resolved informally, the
grievant(s) shall file a written grievance with the Library Director within ten (10)
days of when the employee knows or should have known, of the events giving
rise to the employee's concerns. The written grievance shall include the facts upon
which the grievance is based, the issues involved, the personnel policy provisions
relevant to the grievance and the relief sought. The grievance shall be signed and
dated by the grievant. The Library Director shall respond to the grievance in
writing within ten (10) days. However, if there is an ongoing investigation related
to the subject matter of the grievance, the Library Director shall have until ten
(10) days after completion of the investigation to respond to the grievance. If the
matter cannot be resolved or if no answer is provided in the above timeframe, the
grievant(s) may file an appeal to the impartial hearing officer.
Step Two - Appeal to Impartial Hearing Officer
If the grievance is not resolved in Step One, the employee must notify the Library
Director, within ten (10) days after receipt of the Library Director’s answer, or if
no response is provided within ten (10) days of the deadline for the response, if he
or she intends to process the grievance to the designated Impartial Hearing Officer
The Impartial Hearing Officer shall be selected by the Library. The hearing
officer shall not be a Library employee. The hearing officer will determine
whether the Library acted in an arbitrary and capricious manner. The rules of
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evidence used in court do not apply to the hearing and the hearing officer can
decide what evidence will be considered.
If there is a dispute over the timeliness or the grievability of a grievance, the
Library shall have the discretion to bifurcate the hearing for the purpose of
deciding those issues (e.g. address whether the grievance was filed in a timely
manner before hearing the merits of the grievance).
The hearing officer shall meet with the parties at a mutually-agreeable date to
review the evidence and, if necessary, hear testimony relating to the grievance.
Depending on the issues involved, the hearing officer will determine if a hearing
is necessary or whether the case may be decided based on a submission of
documents. Upon completion of this process, the hearing officer shall render a
written decision to the Library Director and the grievant.
A decision of the hearing officer shall be limited to the subject matter of the
grievance and shall be restricted solely to interpretation of any relevant personnel
policies. The hearing officer shall not modify, add to, or delete from the express
terms of the policy. The hearing officer may deny the grievance or conclude that
the grievance should be sustained in whole or in part and recommend a remedy.
The decision of the hearing examiner and any recommendations contained therein
are subject to review by the Library Board via appeal, as described below.
Step Three - Appeal to Library Board
If the grievance is not resolved at Step Two, the grievance may be appealed to the
Library Board within ten (10) days after the decision at the prior step. Either the
Library Director or the grievant(s) may appeal an impartial hearing officer’s
decision to the Library Board.
The Library Board shall not take testimony or evidence; it may only determine
whether the Library Director reached an arbitrary or incorrect result based on a
review of the record before the Library Director. The matter will be scheduled for
the Library Board's next regular meeting. The Library Board will inform the
employee of its findings and decision in writing within ten (10) business days of
the Library Board meeting. The Library Board shall decide the matter by majority
vote and this decision shall be final and binding.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT

705
Continuing Education (CE): It shall be the policy of the Library to encourage and enable
employees to take job-related workshops, classes and/or courses of study. All employees are
eligible to take advantage of job-related continuing education opportunities. The Library will
pay for all required continuing education events, and may choose to help with the cost of others.
Employees are encouraged to also invest in their futures by taking coursework on their own time
and at their own expense.
Reimbursement of employees for fees or the tuition paid for such continuing education will be
determined according to the guidelines below.
General guidelines:
The Library's ability to fund reimbursement will be taken into consideration in all cases.
Past reimbursement of this or other employees will not automatically determine that a
current request will be funded.
Eligibility for reimbursement shall begin after six months' employment.
In no case will reimbursement be made without prior arrangement and approval by the
Library Director of the continuing education offering.
Content of the workshop or course must be appropriate to the employee's goals and
objectives and to the goals of the Library.
Tuition or fees will be reimbursed only after satisfactory completion. Tuition will not be
advanced.
Reimbursement will not be made to an employee who terminates employment with the
Library before completion of the course(s).
Reimbursement will not be made to an employee who withdraws from a course(s) due to
personal reasons.
An employee is not eligible for reimbursement if receiving financial assistance from another
source for the CE offering in question.
100% of the cost of tuition for most workshops and seminars up to one week in length will
be paid, subject to the other guidelines.
Job-related workshops offered free of charge to Library employees may be taken on Library
work time.
The Library will attempt to schedule the work time of employees who are taking advantage of
reimbursement of continuing education opportunities so that the two do not conflict. Library
work time cannot be used for continuing education, however, unless attendance is required by
the Library Director.
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Non-credit and for-credit college-level classes may be eligible for partial or full reimbursement.
Employees requesting reimbursement must complete a CONTINUING EDUCATION
REIMBURSEMENT AGREEMENT form in advance of the start of the class.
Non-credit courses: If the course is not required by the Library Director, 50% of the cost of
tuition for approved non-credit college-level courses will be reimbursed if the employee attends
regularly and receives a grade of B or higher. Reimbursement of tuition will be paid for no more
than 2 courses per calendar year. Staff members must write a brief summary of their CE
experience within 4 weeks of completing the course. In the event that an employee is required
by the Director to take a course, tuition reimbursement for a passing grade will be at 100% and
work time will be taken for class attendance. Other time spent on class work, outside of the
actual class time, will not be counted as work time.
For credit courses: If the course is not required, 50% of the cost of tuition for approved for-credit
college-level courses will be reimbursed if the employee attends regularly and receives a B or
higher. Staff members must write a brief summary of their CE experience within 4 weeks of
completing the course. In the event that an employee is required by the Director to take a course,
tuition reimbursement for a B or higher will be at 100% and work time will be taken for class
attendance. Other time spent on class work, outside of the actual class time, will not be counted
as work time.
Reimbursement of tuition will be paid for no more than one for-credit course per calendar year,
unless the employee has entered into an agreement with the Library Board for a formal program
of study. In the event that an employee wishes to embark on a program of study involving more
than one job-related course (such as courses toward the MLS degree), the employee should
discuss this with the Director and outline the ways in which this study will benefit the Library.
The Director will then make the determination of whether to write a formal proposal for the
Library Board. If the Board approves the proposal, reimbursement for each individual course in
the program will be governed by the foregoing policies and there will be no guarantee that
funding will continue to be available throughout the course of study.
Repayment in full to the Library of compensated tuition may be required if the employee leaves
within one year of completing formal credit or noncredit college-level coursework.
The Library Director is eligible to be reimbursed for appropriate tuition and related expenses for
continuing education work on a timetable that will allow Grade I state recertification every five
years. Short courses offered only during working hours (such as those in the UW-Extension
"Certificate of Professional Development" program) may be taken during Library work time.
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MISCELLANEOUS
AMENDMENTS TO PERSONNEL POLICY
The Library Board of trustees reserves the right to amend these policies at any time in order to
meet the needs of the community, the Library, and the Library staff.

APPLICABILITY TO LAW
All provisions of these policies should be interpreted in accordance with state and federal law,
and if any aspect conflicts with such laws, it shall be deemed inapplicable.

Adopted by Library Board 1989
Revised April 1997
Revised November 1998
Revised September 1999
Revised May 2003
Section IV (health insurance) revised January 2006, without review of remainder of policy
Revised January 2008
Revised November 16, 2011
Revised January 18, 2012
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CONTINUING EDUCATION REIMBURSEMENT AGREEMENT
The Pauline Haass Public Library (“the Library”) and______________________, an employee of
the Library (“Employee”) hereby agree to the following continuing education reimbursement
agreement:
Employee wishes to take the following courses as part of his or her continuing education and
seeks reimbursement for the tuition fees associated with this coursework pursuant to the
Library’s Continuing Education Policy:
Course Title

Number

The Library agrees, in accordance with its policy on Continuing Education, to reimburse
Employee for such continuing education courses in the amount of $________ upon satisfactory
completion of the coursework described.
In the event that Employee terminates employment with the Library within one (1) year after
reimbursement of Employee’s continuing education expenses, Employee agrees to repay all
amounts paid to Employee during that one year period, upon request of the Library Board.
In the event Employee terminates employment and a request for repayment is made, Employee
hereby agrees and authorizes the Library to deduct the amount owed from any unpaid salary or
other payments owing to the Employee as of the time of termination of employment. In the event
that such unpaid salary and other payments do not cover the amount owed for repayment,
Employee agrees to repay the remainder within six (6) months of termination of employment.
This agreement shall be construed in accordance with the Library’s Continuing Education Policy,
which is specifically incorporated herein and made a part hereof.
______________________________
Date

_____________________________
Employee

______________________________
Date

_____________________________
Library Director
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PHPL DISCRIMINATION/HARASSMENT COMPLAINT FORM

Name and Position of Complainant: ___________________________________
Address: __________________________________________
__________________________________________
Telephone: ________________________________________
Email: ____________________________________________
1.

Statement of Complaint (attach additional pages as needed).
(a)
Specify the type of discrimination/harassment you are alleging (e.g.,
discrimination based on race, sex, age, etc.) and/or the policy or action that you believe
may be discriminatory.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
(b)
Describe in detail the specific incident(s) of discrimination/ harassment, including
the date(s) of each incident(s).
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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(c)
Identify any person(s) involved in, or which you believe may be responsible for
the incident(s), along with any witnesses to the incident(s).
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2.
If you believe that others are affected by the alleged discrimination/harassment, please
provide their names and positions:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
3.
Please describe any corrective action you would like to be taken in response to this
complaint.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
*****************************
My signature certifies that the information provided is true and accurate to the best of my
knowledge.
Signature of person filing complaint: _______________________________________________
Date complaint filed: ___________________

Submit a copy of this complaint to the Library Director, or to the President of the Library
Board if the complaint is about the Director.
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Employee Acknowledgment
By signing below, I acknowledge having received a copy of PHPL’s Employee Handbook. I
understand that it is my responsibility to read its contents, and ask questions about anything I do
not understand.
I further understand that it is my responsibility to abide by all Library rules and regulations as set
forth in this Handbook, and/or rules and regulations that the Library may otherwise establish from
time to time at its sole discretion. I also understand that the contents of this Handbook may be
changed by the Library at any time, either with or without notice.
I further understand and acknowledge that this Handbook provides guidelines and information,
but this Handbook does not guarantee employment to anyone and it is not an employment
contract or promise of benefits, express or implied. I understand that my employment can be
terminated at the option of either the Library or me, at any time, for any reason, with or without
notice.

______________________________
Employee’s Signature

____________________
Date

______________________________
Employee Name (Print)
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STATISTICS FOR MONTH OF SEPTEMBER, 2020
September
25750
23070
2680
201.5

ALL CIRCULATION
PHYSICAL MATERIAL CIRCULATION
E-MATERIAL DOWNLOADS
HOURS OPEN

YTD
212563
186562
26001
1526

2578
2649
Crossovers to PHPL from other library communities: +
4434
Crossovers from Sussex to other CAFE libraries: 673
NET LENDING: 3832

Cards issued:

45

Reference questions answered:

994

Library visits this month:

5429

Materials purchased:
(year to date total:)

714
5685

Sussex
9536

% change
-21.7%
-25.1%
16.1%
-28.3%

YTD
20658
19114
39530
5535
32451

HOLDS FILLED FOR PHPL BY OTHER CAFÉ LIBRARIES: HOLDS FILLED FOR OTHER CAFÉ LIBRARIES BY PHPL: +

PHYSICAL CIRC:

YTD 2019
271348
248955
22393
2128.5

Other
13534

TOTAL
23070

2019
25332

Study Room usage
Adult: 14

Meeting Room Use:
Quad Room

Study Table reservations:
Laptop Usage:
One-on-one technology lessons:
Fax Service:
Value Line:

39
0
13
16
1

nonprofit: 0
Small meeting room
nonprofit: 0

INTERNET USE*:
TOTAL HOURS**:
AVG. SESSION**:
*includes wireless network
**wired access only

1043 sessions
147:25:00
30.085 minutes
Pauline Haass Public Library

